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INITYCTION
In the history of English literature, many. great poets
have been the objects of certain misconceptions of their character and of their works.

John Milton is ro exception.

Pas-

inF their observations on the events of his life, on his writings, and on his eurpoeed religious views, critics fro

the

seventeenth to the twentieth century have commonly pictured
Milton as a strict Puritan who hated women.

With this opin-

ion, critics have reFarded Milton's portrayal of Eve, with
his constant insYstenoe on the fact of Ler inferiorIty to
Adam, as the consummate expression of the poet's scorn of
0.• ""C

Contrary to this earller view, !:.11ton does not hate

women; he does not use the character of Eve to vent his resentment of women, nor does he portray her as the main cause
of the fall of mankind.

His total representation of Eve is

a very sympathetic portrait of the first woman who eventually
leads man to redemption.
For Milton and his age, woman's inferiority to man
was an accepted fact, evolving from long traditions in Biblical authority, in the Renaissance belief in the Chain of 3e!Th7, and in the rlatonic doctrine of the superiority
7-. 7r'1"

na-r 4 on.

or

rec,Pon

Miltor neceoted there views snd ue.ef! them

throughout Paradise Lost.

Eve, as woman, is consistently de-

picted as inferior to Adam.

Moreover, Milton utilizes the ,

fact of her lower status to explain the fall of man,
1

„

Yet,

2
even though she is subordinate to Adam. Eve has dignity and
merit proper to her station and in eventually made the mediu77
throuEh which Adam, and consequently all mankind, are reconciled with God.
AlthouEh many critics have dealt with their Feneral
impressions of the character of Eve or have traced specific
passages concerning her to the Bible or to rabbinical tradition, no one critic has made a detailed study of the way in
which 'ilton portrays Eve from prelapsarian innocence through
the fall to her ultimate reconciliation -rith Adam and with
God.

This study is c':'aicerned with YAlton's complete portrt

of Eve and y,,

h the way in which he uses the theaes

c

''s

inferirity, of the hierarchy of nature, nni,7 of the virtae of
1
reason over passion to explain the fsll of man.

These thr-e

.- .hemes are reflected In certain images with which Milton con1
sistently surrounds Eve and which are used with variations to

4

Illustrate her weaknesses and to foreshadow the fall and its
aftermath.

The method of this study has been to trace Tilton's

use af these iaaqes and themes throuqhout Paradise Lcrt and to
support observations with contemporary literary scholarship.
Such a study demonstrates conclusively that Lilton is
not a alsogynist who used the character cf Eve to reflect hir
hatred of wcaen but rather a poet who, while believing in
inferiority, created a huTanly .IttractIve woman In
hia aortrayal of Eve.

Until well into the twentieth century, John Milton
vas traditionally portrayed as a misogynist, or one who has
a deep hatred of women.

The view of Milton as a woman-hater

began in the seventeenth century and was perpetuated mainly
by Dr. Johnson in the eiEhteenth and by David Masson in the
nineteenth century; the theory evolved from a variety of
sources, including the evens of his lift, his 1Kr1t1ngs on
divorcc, and

depiction as a Feritan who, ss a matter of

course, accerte

t1-.e Furitat view cf wor.en.

Critics r:unl: as

Johnson, Mson, 2rierson, an3 others ...Fe6 Mi1ton s 5 life

la

works to prove their arguments but usually concluded by pointing triumphantly to the portrayal of Eve in Paradise Lost.
Since Milton constantly insisted on Eve's inferiority to
Adam, these critics concluded that Milton had scorn for all
wompn.

However, the view of woman as subordinate to ran de-

veloped from Biblical tradition, from the Renaissance belief
in the Chain of Being, and from the Platonic view of woman
4.-

as re7resentative of the lower faculty of passion.

These an-

sertions will te amply demonstrated and supported.

Consequently,

17 tot :-.. misoa-ynic.t but simply a :an of the tire.
0:.
- 1ticz who would brand MIton a miscFynist ho -:r
relied heavily cn the events, factual or otherwise, of the
- oet's unhappy first marriage, ignorin

3

the later reconcIlliation

4
of Milton and Yary Powell, and after her death, his two subsequent marriages.

The generally accented account of his

"irst marriage was taker from the writings of the "anonymous
biographer," whom Helen Darbishire has tentatively identified
as John Phillips, Milton's younger nephew.1 in this Life
of Mr. John. Milton, the biographer simply presented the bare
facts of Milton's marriage:

,4

his manner of Settlement fitting him for the reception
of a Wife, hee in a moneths time . . . courted, marryed,
and brought home from Forrest-hall near Cxford a Daughter
of Mr. Powell. But shee, that was very Yong, & had bin
bred in a family of plenty and freedom, beeing not well
pleas'd with hls reserv'd manner of life, within a few
days left tim, and went back into the Country with her
Mother:, Nor though bee sent severall pressing inv.ltstions could bee orevayl with her to return, till
foure :;eers after. • • •2
_though this biography makes no mention of the event turnire
Milton into a confirmed woman-hater, later critics concluded
that Mary Fowell's desertion caused a deep resentment In Milton and turned him against all women.

In 1929, Sir Herbert

Grierson specifically blamed Milton's untappy first marriage
for making the poet "such a sore, angry, intolerant, and arrogant critic of women. H3

Even as late as 1941, Logan Pearsall

Smith, in discusslrg the two do7nirant thecrles in Miltonic
ICA

i
,.

criticism, treated Milton's so-called misogyny, even though
1

Dr_rtistre, ed., The Enr1^ Lives of Mi7ton
York: i7.ar:-,es and Noble, 1971, r, xv-17--THere177TT"er re'err
to crT- .1,_'%rly Lives.)

1.

2Jonn
II-Mains, "The Life of Yr. John Milton," In The
- 7 Lives of Milton, ed. by Helen Darbishirc (New York:
r:es an0 .Noble, 1932), p. 22.
7

-"Sir Herbert Grierson, Cross Currents in .Engllrh Literatre of the SEvcntPent.Y. ,Century-(77.7 York: Harper &
1929), p. 155.

of'd'

5
Smith did not agree with the theory perscnally.

AccordinF to

tnis theory, Milton was very susceptible to woren, and perhaps
because of this weakness, was "at heart a hater of these

'fair

;:theists,' Paradise Lost being . . . a betrayal of his spite
against his first wife for what he considered her cr6e1 ill4
treatment of him."
In thls way, the events of Milton's life, particularly
of his first marriage were cited as the basis for his misogyny.
The writers who would base Milton's scorn of women on this
event concentrate only cn the unfortunate beginning of his
first marriage

rd

:It his reconciliation with Mary Powell

iniZ.5, his fathering of fcur children by her, rar.
quent

arriT

h Ii in

tb Katherine

his sutFe-

;:odecck in 1356, and to Eliorbeth

1 663." Milton's voluntary rssociation with so

many remalea would seem to refute the misogynistic srgurents
Ga.

quite well, hut the later facts of his life are consistently
overlooked by his critics.
As Smith noted, these

St2TP

critics tend to rerard

faradise Lost as the expression of Milton's scorn for women
and as the direct result of Mary Fowell's desertion, or, In
other words, tc read the epic as merely the vehicle for MIton's blograrhy.

This assumption is quite false, and the

question will be dealt with later, but it secr::s worthwhile to
cnt o.At here the way in whir:th critics who are trying to
Es
(Haa,den, Ccnn.:

Archon Roots,

e.er. Critics

1757177 p. 47.

5,Tohn !niter:. Complete Poems and Major Prose, ed. by
Merritt Y. liugheq (New York: The Cdyseey Press, l7), p. xlli.
(HcreInafter referred to as Pcems End Prose.)

U
prove a particular theory ignore evidence which does not support their ideas.

Although certain passa,7es in Paradise Lost

are generally quoted as autobiographic and are said to illustrate Milton's hatred of his first wife, the even more autobiographic "Sonnet XXIII" is virtually ignored.

This sonnet,

which begins "MethouFht I saw my late espoused Saint," is a
touching account of the poet's dreaming of his deceased wife
and of his anguish on waking to find it only a dream:
she fled, and day brought back my night."6

"I wak'd,

Although scholars

have not agreed on the question of which wife Milton was referring to,7 it is possible that 7...s "saint" was Mary Powell,
the soppoo:: Fource of all Milton's scorn of won -?n.
sonnet alone would seen

one

1-e more °,,nr, sufficient evidence

that Milton did not oF. spise females., but it has been

tCirIy

overlooked by Miltonists who are so convinced of his misogyny.
Furthermore, his first marriage was regarded by critics
as ths primary reason for Milton's writing the divorce pamphletc, which also contribute to the view of Milton as

6
John Milton, Yi_ror Poems, Vol. I, Part I of 7ho Works
of John Milton, ed. by F. A. Patterson (20 vols.; New York:
Columbia University Press, 1931), pp. .68-69.
7
Cf.: Thoras Wheeler, "Milton's Twenty-Third Sonnet,
in Milton: Modern Essays in Criticism, ed. by Arthur E.
Earker kew York: Oxford University Press, 1965); Williom R.
'11.1ton's Last Sonnet," Review of En 1'
01o. Stec_ XXI
(1 1-7;, 275-23E; Fitzroy FyaE, "ITton's Sonnet on ht:71 LateEspoosed Saint,'" !-.eview o:
L;tof!iec, XXV (1;L:.,, 5760; and Edward S. L,...Comte, 'The Veiled Face of 1:A1ton 1 &
Notes and Cueries, CXCIC (l9514), 2145-2/16.

,

7

anti-feminine.-

In fact, some critics, such as David Masson,

wculd even have Milton writing - the pamphlets while still on
his honeymoon; James Eolly Hanford, however, has demonstrated
co%clusively that while Milton did write on divorce shortly
after his marriare, his personal life had little to do with
the decision to write such works and that he certainly did not
write them on his honeymoon.

Milton had been thinking about

divorce even before his marriage, as his Commonplace Book
shows.-

Moreover, Milton regarded writing these works as

his civic duty.

In niton's are, man's role in the universe

was theuFht to consist of the three orders of the state, the
and th,
. L-r_c,; Milton himself sail that since the magirtrates were ting care of the 7.'1-11 area and he had alreFly
writte,: of t'le ecclesi7,stical (Of Reformation 4 n Enwland,
Aniradversionz :;:s'n the Remonstrant's Defense aFainst
Smectvmnuus, r.:-ne Reason of Church Government urged against,
Prelatv, and Ln Anolcgv against a Yodest Confutation), the
area of domestic liberty had to be treated, hence the divorce
works.
" This evidence, however, even when combined with the
fact that there is no direct mention of Mary Powell in the
pam;hlets, does not discuade Milton's detractors.
Milton's four pamphlets on divcrce, The Doctrine and

- Lehn S. Diekhoff, ed., Milter on H4mself: Yiltor's
'2ttersnces upon Himself nr.
Humares
: His Works (el.;
tHcreinafter referred to -_3:7 7iltnn on
_ -7?), r.

York:

9James Holly Hanford, John M 41ton, Englishman (New
Crown Publiserc, 1949), p. 7757.-10
Diekhoff, Milton on Hit-self,

49v

3
Discloline of Divorce, The Judgment of Martin Eucer Concernina
Divorce, Tetracbcrn, and Colasterlon appeared in the years
1643 through 1645 and were immediately misunderstood by the
1,
seventeenth century.-- Milton's readers ignored the texts of
the pamphlets and, instead cf understanding the high moral
ideal of marriage which prompted the formulaticn of his divorce theory, thought that Milton was simply an immoral monster
who had no respect for the sanctity of marriage.
phlets, however, are
44

The four pam-

11 based on Milton's exalted view of

true marriage.
In the first pamphlet, The Doctrine and Discipline of
Divorce of 1643, the poet attempts to refute the o&nonical
ruling that adultery is the only grol:r:

for divorce, a:.f in
4
so doing presents an idealletlo picture of 7irriage.1 •? Milton
argues that God did not intend marre to be founded on a
physical basis but rather on that of mental compatibility;
as the poet points out, God had explicitly stated that He had
created woman to give intellectual companionship to man.
4

ti

In Chaptor 2 of Bock I in Doctrine, Milton says:
And what his chiefe end was of creating woman to be
joyned with man, his own instituting words declare,
and re infallible to informe us what is mintage and
what ts no martacze: unlesse we can think the set
there to no purpose: 'It is not good,' saith he,
'that mull should be alone; I will make him a help
reet for him.' From which words so plain, lesse
1.
1 Arthur
"*.lrker, 1411ton are the Puritan Di1em7n
(Toronto:
h 1,n7r,rp
1.ty of Toronto .-,e.:7777 77-7717
1?
-Jonn
Como1Pte loetical Wcr'.:t: of jol.n
Milton, ed. by rout-7117.s Bush Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
77777 P. xix. (hereinafter referred to as Covo)ete Foctical
e:orks.)

cannot e concluded, nor is by any learned Interpreter, then that in Gods intention a 7eet and
harry conversation is the chiefest and the noblest
en.7 of rariaFe: for we find here no expression
so necessarily implyinE carnall knowledge, as this
r-,revention of lonelines te the mind and spirit of
man. Milton concluder that since Ccd had created woman for the
nurnose of proviIm

thl

"7_eet and happy conversation,"

and believes that "the solace and satisfaction of the mind
is regarded and provided for before the sensitive pleasinw of
the body," mental compatibility is indeed "the chiefest and
the noblest end of mariage. . .

ff
•

ilowever, if a marriage

is not grcuned on this compsnions.,17 of minds, it perverts
1
JDU

s reason

ereatinz woman an

tecomes

intoleble

burc:en:
solitanines of man,wh
God had namely
ord principally order'd to nrevent by marlage, hath
no remety, but lies under a worse condition then the
loneliest single life; for in single life the absence
and remotenes of a helper might inure him to expect
his own comforts out of himselfe or to seek with hope;
hut here the continuall sight.of his deluded thours
without cure, must needs be to him, if especially his
complexinn incline him to melancholy, a daily trouble
and pain of losse. . .
Since the existing law would only allow divorce on the physical
erounds of a
-. ultery, Milton pleads for the recogniticn of mental in;:ompatibility as a legitimate and indeed better reason
for C-.1.ore.
.

Ihe Doctrinc an.7' LorlIne of DS%-orce,
:II, FL.rt IT of 7:7e
of
•
ed. by F. A.
1:er5ity Press,
vols.; :,ew York:
c
to Ls Loct:- ine.)
pp. 7:--C.--7711. (hereinafter referr
Milton,1cetrne, -. 391.

IC
This main thesis of the necessity of mental and
spiritual companionship in marriarfe appears in the other divorce writinzs.

The second, The Judzment of Ma.rtin Eucer Con-

cerninz Divorce of 1 2i4, ccnsists of Milton's paraphrase end
summary of the works of this "famous divine" whose views had
anticipated his own.15

-Y.11ton chsracterizes
Bucer, e CantrieFe

Professor of Divinity from 1550-1551, as "a speaker of what
aod made mine own."16 The third and fourth, Tetrachordon and
Co]aeterion, were published in 1645; the former is Milton's
explication of the four main Biblical texts cn marriage and
divorce, while the latter was written in 1-eply to the anonymous
An Answer to a Book, Intituled, The DoctriT.e and Dislire of
17 _:Tr
ronnue
argu!rente fcr ,7,1vorce.
7"!1,^y,r..."

Although Milton's views or divorce were founded on the
poet'

idealistic conception of 7arrage and appear extremely

loEical to the modern reader, the seventeenth century reader
misinterpreted Milton's alms ene reviled him as a libertine
who regarded women .simply as vassals to be taken and rejected
on a man's mere whim.

The Presbyterians, with whom gilton

had allied himself in 1641-1642, particularly attacked Milton's
liberal doctrines of divorce.
care

Milton himself replied to these

his sonnets Xl and XII of :Y.
)L5 and disparaged tho

neprsightedners of his nge in not teinz able to see the merit
of

Is thecries.

In Sonnet XII, he pays:

'
,
--lete PoeticC_

ks, ed. by Push, P.

16 i.encff, Ellton on Himself, p. 1h3.
p. 201.

YX.

11
I did tut Prompt the age to quit their closes
3y the ;mown rules of antient libertie,
w- hen strait a barbarous noise environs me
%.• 1
Owles, Cuckoes, AES, Apes and Doggs.19
The reaction of a Mrs. Sadler is tynical of the contemporary
misunderstanding of Milton's views of divorce; in the

nter

of 1652-1657, she refused to read Elkonoklastes because it
was written by a man who advocated easy divorce and who had at
least '_wo or three wives still living.-

This, of course, was

untrue, but the story illustrates and preflaures later Tyths
and rumors which arose concernin

lton's attitude toward

vr.men.
In addition to quoting the facts of his life
divorce pampn2ets-, ,
./.11tonic schols
supposed "Puritanism" to prove that

z;:e

the

used Yilton's
e noet hated wo7Jen.

This practice Involves both the abuse cf the word

Puritan

and a false assumption about Milton the man.
Until the nineteenth century, readers of Milton's
wcrwere not concerned with either the poet's personality
or with the events o^ his life.

Some members of Yilton's own

century had condemned him for his political views, as William
'
• ";

4.

instanley did in Lives of the Most Famous Ervlish Poets of
17.
jc,nn
wrs one, whose natural parts might deserved:7 Five hi- a place amon:st the prirci.pal of
i.27.1!Fh Pc, navirrp. written two Kerel: raeme
a7w::;is
. . .; his YeTor::
have lived in honourable re:L,qe, had he

Foerne, p. f2.
19_
- Edwr;:rd S. LeComte, Yet Once Knre: Verl:al am'
2-ttern in "Ilt-n (New l'or'.“ Llterai Arta
irf-ss, 1953), n. 123.

12
not been a notorious Trayter, and most impiously
and villanously bely'd that blessed Martyr, King
Charles the First.2b
however,

ii

tne EnFlish Civil War was gradually forgotten by

succeeding generations, Milton's political le
1-e

=tter of great concern.

rare ceased to

In fact, Milton as a person

was almost ignored by the eighteenth century as those critics
contented themselves with noting the "sublimity" of his works,21
To David :.lasson, however, the character of Milton the
man was of imr:ortance.
John Milton:

Masson's massive six volume Life of

Narrated in Connexion with the Political, Eccle-

siastical and Literary hist:-r- of His Time cf the 18-4r"s to
mainly responsible for characteriTing Vilton
a cold, auster

-nd unpleasant man who &lso was a Puritan.22

Mass':o:

diecr*:dited in

century for 'ts lack of accuracy;

Walter Sapehet points

out, Masson was "fond of telling us what he thinks may have
happened" rather than what entuelly did take place."
his

However,

ix volumes were regarded as the "standard" 'v:n1".1.: on Milton

for almost a hundred years and greatly influenced later riltonic critics.

Same of these critics, such as Mark Patterson

and Sir Walter Raleigh, embroidered on Marson's

or

and util-

ized all the unpleasant connotations of the term "Puritan" as
zIL:,ire, Early Lives, p. X.
_

21 -

Thorpe, ed., Milton Criticism: 3elect1c7.7 from
F,
York: Rinehart and Co., Inc., lk7.7,f'). p. .
•
7eerred to as Milton Criticisc..)

22
Thorne, t;.11ton Criticism, p. 12.
E. F.

23Walter BaFehot, Literary Studies, I (New York:
uttcr an Co„ 111), P. 157.

13
a simple method of descriir- MIlton as a repulsive human
being; eventually the mere mention of "Puritan" wan enough
to characterize the poet as a disagreeable man.24

Elmer Edpar

Stoll in Poets and Playwrights affirmed that Milton "wac! a
Puritan of the age of Cromwell and (as far as is possible to
a poet) more a Puritan than anythina else," and used this
description to illustrate Milton's grimness.25
Since Milton was universally described as a stern
Puritan, he was thought to share the Puritan view of women.
While the Cavaliers of the seventeenth century had turned to
the conventions of chivalry and had amused themselves with
"lady-vorship" at court, the Puritans had adopted the Hebraic
1f7eal of the subjection of women in marriage.26

In the Puritan

view, a wife was only useful as a "domestic manager or as a
breeder of heirs.a27

Later, more liberal generations regarded

this subordinate role of women as indicative of the contempt
for the ferale sex which was shared by all Puritans; since
Milton was a Puritan, he necessarily had to hate women.

In

this way, critics misinterpreted the term "Puritan" to mean
a repugnant person who hated women and applied the term to
Milton.
24
:horpe, Milton Criticism, p. 13.
25
Elmer Edgar Stoll, Poets and Playwrights (New York:
Russell ei Russell, 1930), p. 203.
26Mark Pattison, Yl_iton (New York:

AMS Press, 1968),

P. 54.
27
'Douglas Eueh, John Milton: A Sketch of His Life and
;tins, Masters of World Literature Series, ed. by Louis
Kronenbera7717; York: The Macmillan Cc., 1964), p. 85.
(Hereinafter referred to as Milton: Sketch.)

14
Those critics who use Milton's so-called Puritanism
as evidence of his scorn of women abuse the term and the
character of Milton himself.

As Helen Darbishire notes in

her excellent The pirly, Lives of Milton, the most accurate
portrait cf :11ton was by the "anonymous biographer," who
presented the poet as a cheerful, sociable man; it was the
later biograp!lers, such as Anthony

h

Wood, who "began the

evil work of twisting facts and misinterpreting motives."28
Unfortunately, it was from the works of the later biographer
that the majority of readers drew their opinions of Milton
anc7 in these I,Alton and Puritanism were maliFne.
Just sr the view of ':11ton as austere :.nd fcr!-.10ding
is be

corrected by scholars such as Miss rnrbishire,

he

idea of Y.iltcn as a Pu_:tan, unpleasant or otherwise, Is
also being corrected.

In the twentieth century, critics such

as Edwin Greenlaw and James Holly Hanford began to re-examine
Miltonic th ‘ght and concluded that Y.11ton was not strictly a
Puritan at all.

These critics demonstrated the way in which

Milton examined political and religious issues for himself;
the poet's conclusions did not specifically mark him as a
Puritan but more as a child of the Renaissance.29
Althou!=h the practice of quoting the facts of Milton's
"2,
:rbishlre, Earl- Lives, P. X.
••• • •

Ldwin Greenlaw, "A Better Teacher Than
,- in
XIV (1217), 1:;6-217: 17cin
influe on Paradise Lost," Stile3
rhilolo
XVII (1920), 720-759; and James Holly h_nf'ord,
7Uhñiton, Foet ana Humanist (Cleveland: Press of westr,rn
Reserve Univernit7, 19(6).

15
ilfe and of characterizing him as a woman-hating Puritan le
now being corrected, critics historically have made liberal
use of such methods to illustrate Milton's misogyny.

Employ-

ing these techniques, critics have generally interpreted the
rortrayal of Eve in Paradise Lost as Milton's expression of
his abhorrence of females.
This custom of sc regarding Eve began in the eighteenth
century.

Although that age generally praised Milton and his

works, Dr. Johnson was an exception to the rule; it was Johnson, however, who ca7ne to exert the greatest influence on later
Llltonic criticisr.

In his Life of Milton of 1770. Johnson

:;,?lned was was to become a catch phrase for Yilton scholars:
,ncre appears In his books something like a Turkish contempt
31
fo: fer_ales."
Some of the eighteenth century periodical:.
adopted Johnson's conception and portrayed :11tcn as a misogynist.

however, N. L. Riffe has demonstrated that at the same

t1s7s, other contemporary journals were depicting Y.ilton as
the patron cf marriage, a view curiously inconsistent with
Johnson's interpretat4 on.32

This latter view is the more valid

of the two eighteenth century standpoints but Johnson's was
the more im7'ortant for later writers.
In tne nineteenth century, :11ton was praised for his
rim•V

literary achievsnent by Coleridge, EF:slitt, Eeats and others,
7

--- MorL.e, 1.111ton CrItIoIs, p. 7.
7
)1,
.

Giltert, "Mton on the Position cf Women,"
I.:cdern Lanrucre eview. XV (1920), 21. (Hereinafter referred
to as "Position of Women.")
32N. L. RIffe, "Milton in the Eighteenth Century
Periodicals: 'Hail, Wedded Love:,'" Notes and ;urrics, XII
(1965), 18-19.

16
but the distorted view of I..ilton the man was pernetuated by
Masson's six volume blograrhy.--

Masson's writings die nothing

to correct Johnson's opinion and continued the tradition of
I.:11.ton's holding "en incurany perverted opinion of wnmen."'
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, Ralelah's work
did enhance the character of Eve somewhat since, as James H.
hanford notes, he did arant her a "certain amount of humanity's ;
hcwever, RaleiEh still regarded Eve chiefly ae the "vehicle of
a kiiltonic diatribe against women.05
This popular opinion continJed well into the twentieth
t=,7tury althouEh the idea finally cale to be discredited.
l93L.

In

iilley commented that Milton's blaming of Adam

sil

v.bled tie pct to reconcile the historinal and the psychological fall

to "vent ruch cf

against womankind.'

Even as late

personal resent:,nt
12L5, Keeter Svendren

explicated a reference in Bock X to Eve's being created from
Adam's rib by tracing the „idea to the misogynistic Malleus

-

37

Maleficarum.

Beginning with the twentieth century, Kiltcnic thought
4
f

was closely re-examined by other scholars and the Johnsonian

•

331horpe, Milton Criticism, n. 12.
.4

314.Lavi(

asson, :he LIfe nf' ,Tchn
1:arrated in
Cnnnexion with the Political, Ecelelastical and Liter,7rv Hisof his ',ire, f7-777FZ'ster, K9SE,: keter STith, L1P7777),
"
•:•
:-74•
1r7n," 27.tuIer

,1 v •
r
• 1,
r nd theT-'eturn to Humanno..
Xniiolou, XVI (1c,jc.), 177.

*-6

36?.asil Willey, :be Seventeenth Century Backr-ronnd:
'.
.tudies
in the ,Thow.-ht of the Lis in ielation to Forrn
Loubleday and Cc., ;Lc., 1.
City,
).

77A— es,, cr Sven.7'ren, "Vilton and Malleus KcleficarnE,"
;7-:ern Larr7uoce .ter, IX (104=3), 11P-119.
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tradition of Milton's "Turkish contempt" began to be slowly
corrected as such critics as E.M.W. Tillyard, Douglas Bush,
C. S. Lewis and David Daiches re-assessed Milton's life and
works and discounted many of the older myths which had surrounded the poet.38
This cursory listing of critics and their opinions is
not intended to be complete but is rather an attempt to illustrate the main historical view of Milton's attitude toward
women.

Much of the traditional misunderstanding of this atti-

tude toward women and specifically toward Eve appears to have
arisen from insisting on reading Paradise Lost as pure autobiography, on mmting Adam's paeEionate denunciations of women
as Milton's own, and on noting Milton's insistence on Eve's
inferirity.
While certainly Milton does include autobiographic
passages such as the prayer to light in Book III and the
Invocation to his muse in Book IX, there is little merit in
attempting to force Milton the man to assume the character of
Adam, or of Satan, or even of the Son.
Thomas Wheeler has pointed out the futility of attempting to interpret all Milton's poetry as autobiographic, noting
that the poet had a tendency to idealize his characters.39
78
E.M.W. Tillyard, Milton (rev. ed.; New York:
Barnes and Noble, 1957); Douglas Bush, Mvtholorzy and the
Renaissanf2e Tradition (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc.,
'nereinafter referred to as 1 thblov); C. S. Lewis, A
Preface to Psrase Lost (New York: Cord University Press,
1942) (hereinafter referred to as Preface); and David Daiches,
Milton (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 2066).
,
--Wheeler, "Milton's Tuenty-Third Sonnet," p. 141.

44..4
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Wheeler's point is well taken and is easily illustratel by
looking at some of the characters of 1.111ton's earlier poems.
:he child of "On the Death of a Fair Infant Dying of a Cough"
is usually said to be the roet's niece, Anne Phillips, who
died in 1628, the year the poem was written; however, there
are no personal details concerning this girl in the poem.40
As Hugh N. MacLean has neted, the child of the poem becomes
so closely identified with Christ that leilton eventually has
41
to abandon the poem.
Similarly, the se-called "cheerful"
.een of "L'Allegro" and the "pensive" man of "Il Fenseroso" are
not portraits of any particular man or even of the two sides
ee
of :eilton himee7 f; they are idealleet-7e er of ell me.
n
acreover. it Is one Of the commonplaces of k:7ton1c criticir- that
Kire had eer: little releticn t..7, the dead sheehere
"L:a:..idas"; King's death was merely the occasion which promptee
1.111ton to write the poem.

In the same way, it is pointless to

argue that Lady Alice Egerton was actually the Lady of

r
.7.CMJS

or that Henry Lewes was "really" the Attendant Spirit of the
same work.43

Since Milton doer so idealize his characters,

It seems evident that not all of his poetry can be read as
his biography.
40 ia,.eton, keens and Prose, ef. ty Heghee, p.

35.

eugh N. 1.eac!een, "1.111ton‘c, 'weir Infant,
in !-.11ton:
I n Ceit 4 ciee. Pd. ty Arthur 7
- , Erker (ew York:
eelecesity Freer, 1:7;65), p. 2f3.
Teeee.le Teee, "'
'trueture'
Figores of 'L'AlleFro' e
Fenseroco,'" in 1.-ages.
71-leTP51 In 71ve Poees of v.ilton
(Cambridge: Harvard University Prce:e, lc47777 P. 19.
VA
- Yiltor, Feemr end Trere, ce4..

y Huei)es, p. 90.
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Closely related to the attempt to read Para
dise Lost
as autoblogrrphy is the practice of reFar
din;:' Aeam's sentiments concerninF women

':.11ton's own views.

In Books IX

and X, Adam first rails acinst Eve for
her part In the fall,
ahd then rroceeds to dencurxe all women
as a "fair defect/
L4
of ::ature"
9:7'41-°n.
These imnassioned diatribes acainst
oe:

.!:•€en inl.ercneted os the expression of Milt
on's own

miso:!yny.

However, one Tust remember that these speeches
are

placed in the mouth of a character in an epic
and as such serve
the dramatic function of illustratin7 the
character's state of
A. E. Gilbert has correctly warned that '_es
e speeches
of A -7c1:7:
•

b

"
.
.jet

te Interpreted dramaticall: and .not as auto
blogra-

Certan17 one csuld orove that :411ton was a
wornr-hater

ocotin

anFry speechs -,lut of the conti. :.1" the
eolo

but it is ecually simple tc prove that Mlto
n adc.red all women
by quoting one of Adam's earlier speeches
in which he displays
his love for Eve.
Whatever the method, critics who attempt to
prove
11,ilton's misccyny usually conclude their arFu
ments with a
reference to the portrayal of Fite in Para
dise Lost. These
writers have deduced that Yilton, with his
unha',.py marriage,
his divorce writiras, and his Puritanical
views, despised .
0;:men n-te fcr U-,ese reasons the poet irsi
cts cn the fact of
c'sihfcriorIty to Adam; for such critics,
the constant
ast re frc7
2 - Y—,y.•:. edited 'r- y
A. Fattcrson, in two volumes
Lew Ycr;!: :clumbia University Press.
1931).
14:,
7
-Giltort, "Position of Women, pp. 24-255.
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reference to Eve's sutordinate status in life Is m-2re than
sufficient pr:of of Milton's scorn of women.
view of

however, Milton's

on as subject to =an was shared 'ny ---oth his predeces-

sors ad his ccrte7poraries ard was derived from a number of
sources.
AlthouEh Milton lived In the seventeenth century, he is
often characterized as "the last Ell.
,P.ethan, ' and as Green1T
and Hanford nave demonstrated, was a =ember of the 'nenairsance

• va•

In that he followed Spenser, Shakespeare and others In his main
thouEht patterns,
DurinE the Renaissance, the fact of women's inferiority
,as generally accepted.
4

In fat., th

ship between two men as 1-einc higher
the lo.ve of a man for a woman.
summarized

aze Elorifig-7. the fr 4 endnd rcre spiritual than

ThIP cn717.-,or attItude was well

_7uel Taylor Colerge two centuries later when

•

he stated that it was "fashionable" to worchip male friendship
and that "perhaps we may account in some measure for it by considering how very inferior the woren c

that-ag.e, taken gen-

erally, were in education and accorplishments of rind to the
men. . . ."47

It is not the purpose of this study to explain

the Renaissance concept of friendship, which has been thoroughly
exa-nined by Lauren J. Mills in One Soul in Bodies Tuain:
•c•,,

46
.

r.1berl. C. BauFh, of al.. P151., A Literarv 7istorv
:s.ew York: ,zppleton-Centurv-Crofts,

t

•

•

47
Sanuel Taylor Coleridge, ":":11 Stakesneare's :cnnets,"
in Llscutilcns nf Shaesneare's 'c,ornets, ed.
EfIrl-r!ra
herrnstein (Bos D. C. heath and Co., 17 1, p. A,

v,•
• -:
•47.:67='--11.•

•-

%it
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48
Literature and Stuart Drama.

Friendshir 4 n

.
This Idea

of the affection between t o men being regarded as better than
Tan and a wom ,., is mentioned here in an attempt

thnt between

to illustrate the ft that the Renaissance

Id1:1ieve In the

inferloritz of women and 4J-.st belief in inferierity is rc..!, to
7A, te-en for misogyny.

Stakesneare, for examrle, wrote sonnets

both to the "fair younr ran" and to the "dark Ls•dy"; these
poems, Instead of TL,':-o-Jin;: that OhakeL,peare was a tomoseal,
. 7e of :he Bard believed that
merely demonstrate that the z:
women were infericr creatures.
acce7ting as he did the

an tenets of Sena's-

:lso -uelleved In the surerIcrity cf 72:71n.

In

:CIlton was not alone; mcst of -C:J. Ter of

thl:c

''ea without :zi esticn.

seventeent,-. (,• A. Patrier

noted, if I,1.11ton was a misocrynist because

he thou -ht ',:er%en were subordinate, i-ds "deplorable attitude
was s--•- ref*

the vast majority cf his contemporarles."50

To

fully e:mminethe 1-.enaiss%nce and seventeenth century tellef
_n

inferiorty of women would require an entire study in
Lo

•4.

-Laaren J. Mills, Cne Soul in Bodies Twain: Friend..., in ludo!: Literature and Stuart Drarr.77froomington, Ind.:
- Princlpia Press, 193777
Lo

VO"

.

Vincent lorre, ed., The Riddle of Shake:-- ere':-.
(he'::crk: Basic books, irc., f7777-Fatricv On:ttweli.
1.:oment and its Place in the Fc.etry of the
-,-!- tee!- t:.-1 T -ter-7(7; York: CvluTbia Univers-It7 Press,
L.
Fearson, EliTabetan Love Cc,r....7ontieLii
:.7.0"51 c, Inc., 79.3).
- C. .ridea, .ltcn an::, the Christian "irad.ltlon
ClLruLdon Press,-7777, p. 179. (hereinafter referred
:radltion.)
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itself and Is beyond the scope of this work; the idea, however,
st be mentioned In connection with Milton's treatment of Eve.
Her inferiority to Adam is demonstrated throughout the epic
and is made a central issue in the account of the fall, as will
te discussed later.

Milton's insistence on Eve's lower status,

however, is not evidence of his hatred of women

-.ut is simply

the reflection of the common belief of his age.
Much of the Renaissance and seventeenth century belief
in woman's secondary role was derived frcL: the Bible.

Milton

in particular made extensive use of the Bible in both his prose
an0 poetic works; his debt to the Bible has been fully examined
by Harris F. Fletcer51 an

James H. Sims-- and will nct be

treed here except In connection with Eve.
listing of :_f:ton's indebtedness to

For

F.

complete

he Bible in Paradise Lost,

see Appendix A, which has been adapted from the work of Sims.
Miltun, while working within the Biblical framework
of the story cf the fall, nevertheless attempts to explain
the psycholoEical motives behind the sin.

He uses the Biblical

doctrine of the inferiority of women to explain Eve's weakness
and to ultimately place most of the blame on Adam.

This varia-

tion of the Biblical story in which Eve is the main sinner is
very subtly done and on first reading one wonders why 1411ton
did not state his case more forcefully.

Hoysver, although

51_
rIal,r1L Francis Fletcher, :he Use of tLi. Pible in
Milton's Prose (7rbana: UriversIty of Illino17-fress,
52..lan-,es H. Sims, 'Ihe Bible in Milton's Epics (Calnesville: University of Floridn-M711, 1962). (Hereinafter
referred to as 1ble in Eniee.)

• • :
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inter;reted tjhE. scriptures in a
iersonal manner in the Latin treatise De Doctrina Christiana
and re2ected soa,e -' the traditional views, in Farafire Lost
he

to retain the accepted 21.blica1 .
.rersion.

ut

It

e neme:.bred
that iMton was wrItinF an e lc, one of the

"major genres" of his aEe, and so
o, 6he ten.e.

L.

.y tlie conventions

Crib of ti-,E restrictions of tre eric form was

that it must deal with a "rrreat Fub,lect," or as
bard and Eol!..-an aefine it, with a "cries of

hrali, Hib-

dventures which

form an organic whole . . . through their development of episodE-s 17!7ortant to the history of a nation or race.4,54

C. S.

Le-,:is notes that this necessity of treatina the gran,.= suject
not

until the t

of Virgil; Mtoh, however,

story of

:tan,

the areatest Eect, on,i: of universal Isar than national
or lacial siFnificance.

Lewis further notes that the great

sub;cct of the epic had to be historically true and the epic
poet mast "7,sc:.ts his action In a legendary past and yet make
US

feel the r.resent and the intervenin

foresha-lowied."--1
r-40C.

centuries, already

An important point to be noted here is that

since the epic subject was of such significance and was his-

II

torically true, the vast majority of readers would already
t1.0

an:'. would be readinE the etic simpl-s to erjoy
F.77

rrve
..ne Return ,7,f
7.7=EFvF on
,
;orrnt:: Yrie Univerr,'Ity cJ' Toronto FreFs

•

34;.am
-.
,1 4
.:1...
F. Thrall, Addison iiibbard, rev. e. by C.
iman, A handtook to Literature (New York: The Odyssey
p7. 17L:-175.
Lewis, fre'ace. p. 34.

1."

the poet's particular description of a totally faTiliar tale.
The poet could not tamper

it

the accepted version, and so

Lilton could no more cnange the Biblical story than Homer couir,
have had the 'rojans finally defeat the Greeks or than VirFil
could

ave had Aeneas remain forever with Dido instead of croinp:

on to found Rome; the poets' audiences would not allow tuc!1
chanwes.
Consequently, Mton had to retain the standard Biblical
version and could only 7ortrpy the reasons for the fall.
FO

In

illustrating the motives, Milton makes extensive use of

the Biblical doctrine of the secondary role of women.

As George

Whitehead Tointe,f out lr his ptudy of .Religion mnd Women. both

the 011 and ::ew TeEments,

varying deErees, reflect :he

on of woman as an inferior creature.-

!:.iltor

accepted this theory and consistently portrays Eve as inferior
to Adam.

In connection with Paradise Lust, Yilton's attitude

to-ward woman has been characterized as "Hebraio."57

W. B. C.

Watkins noted that :=.11ton portrays Adam's accepting Eve from
Go1 "in the spirit of an
vassal."58

Ole

aestaTent patriarch, almost as

Furthermore, Milton's attitude miEht also be

termed Pauline since the poet utilized Paul's consistent view
or woman as the "weaker vessel. . ."(I Peter 37).

1-..,r.ces, Christian Tra1it
L:r'den, Porinar
Llterture
Paul,

, p. 32.
;
,%:'lican:
145.

Studies in

rr.s
- 4. B. C. iatkins, "Creati:n," in Milton: A Corection
Critical E,ed. by Louis L. 1:.artz (ingiewood Cliffs,
e
- rentice-a11, Inc., 1966), p. 136.

r77'

Ir..:1
1 F first descri;tion of Adam a.ld zve,
ediately illustrftes the tneory of womar's inferiority;
"not equal, vs their sex not e-qur.1 Qeemf" (IV,
.- t only was the

considered "not

E .aal"

to

an,

5,he was also re;..L.'red to I-emain in to'sl suoection to
hi:J.

The

ible had stressed the faot that rran .as created

first and therefore wns oloser to God..

.
.:ortsn, be1r,7 create'

f: c7 and for ran, occuried an inferior status -_nd

Paul, In Eptesians

tc ',.bey God throuEh obeyinE her husband.
5: 22-23, had stated:
o

"Wives, submit yourselves unto your

h‘.sbanas, es unto the Lord.

For the hustsre is the head

o. the ,ife, evt.1 ,e 7-rtct is the he

7I,
'• ...

iiltnn

of the -.1Lrch."

"Kee for

this attItt_de in cne
Gof7. ohely, shee

W:F eTreCtee

•

::.1:ton illustrates Eve's infer1ority

1th a number

of recurrent imaEes, which will te treated in detail.
In sedition to the Bible, Tilton also received many of
his Ideas of ',:omen's inferiority from the prevalent belief
of his day.

AlthouEh, as noted earlier, Milton lived in the

seventeenth century, he and his ap7e still believed in the
Renn1ssanos concept of tte Great Chain of Seinc.
has teen co7pletely discussed by A. C. Love:oy-

This theory
and E.M.W.

:he B1,lical sources, Is used here only
relation to the acrit of Eve.

•

60_
(::ew York:
as Worle

The GreEtChaln of Fsinc:
••,(1.
rper are %.."
.
(,.;eva or:

•

1.1

!" a —

Pctnre.
'1111yard, The E117rtlettan
referred
1(4/I).
to
(reinafter
Books,
Vint!.:eTe

.
"7
747-
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Accord; E to lillyard, the idea of an oreered universe
was shared by all the men of the Renaissance, Puritan and
courtier alike.

From the Middle AFes the Renaissance had

Inherited the concept of an "ordered universe arranged in a
fixed system cf hierarchies. • • •'161

The Elizabethans be-

lieved that God had created an orderly universe in which a

ItoLs-.

p,lace existed for everything from the highest creature to the
lowest inanimate object, am were terrified at the Ides c' rrY
object getting out of the order, thereby causing chaos.

The

prime manifestation of the ordered universe was found in the
cc,nce:t of the Great Chain cf 1,
7 einfz.

Dating "t%f!c*: to 'Flat°,

ory azrned positior.e and virtues to u.cr7thing.
T. F_•.t class -4as

he

and inc''uded the elements, Iicuids
here. :.Jme thl:

tLought to be t—tter than earth.

iAc.4- er

water was

nc71ant kingdom, with ex-

istence anO life, was the next ELti

up the chain.

Above the

plants, was the sensitive class with existence, life and feelin, subdivided into three tleFrees:

(1) creatures possersin'7

touch only, such as parasites, (2) creatures with touch, memory,
and movement, such as ants, and (3) creatures with touch, memcr, movement and hearing, such as dogs and horses.

Directly

above the animal kingdom was man, the "microcosm," who posCSFed all the qualit!es of the beasts plus understanfilng.62
i..c.ctrdins to the pc4-Jular view, man i a

lace in the Ec;t1e-of na-

ture ccnsictc-f of the three intsrlf:,ckIng orders of the church,
61
rtl d., PP.
62

p.

5-6.

66.
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the comionweall.:1, 3n0 trle private family.

In t?.c. "active

477) of the typical ReneAssance farr.ily, the man,

3Phere"

by virtue of the su^eriority of his sex, waq naturally the
head of the household cnd waf the msin source of authority
or:x,
over the woman.—
Over man were the angels, who were connected to man by the faculty of reason and who lee ultimately
un to God.
thr? :;enaissance
.
believed in a fixed hierarchy of
tare.

A statemcn

by Thomas iiilson in The Arte of Rhetoric'e

(15i3) effectively summarizes the belief in the order and deFree of the universal hierarchy:
order, and w:Ulout orCcr, ncthit...7
1:'er we are tome, b: an order we
_.:er we 7.- e our enee. By order and
LFT. memers. 77a. crier
h6Est:
Lae s tale force, Yea„ b - n
,
cr.:er the
..orke of T..ture,
7
and the perftte s
Lot.
c !. ' all
Lleents haue :heir appointed course.'
can be.
and

ae, followed the ReLaissance theory arid believed in this

at cosmic chain of being, a graduated scale
himself accepted this 16e,

nd

7,711-alce Lest to reflect the scale and ccder of
nature.
citly

Implicit throughout, Milton set forth this Idea exRaphael, significantly termed the "wirged Hierarch."

tells Adam (V, 469-L;C):

...Lect.Dr

F-3ans. Y.17.ton t

IiaL2Lz

Colu:J;1L

•

Iraditton, p. 5.
57
E. L. :.'?la, ":.:11ton on Conjugal Love Amon the
heavenly Angels," Y.of-.!-11 Lanyuage iotes, LXVIII (1953),

a

one AlmiFhtle is, from whom
All things proceed, and up to 111m return,
If not deprev'd from good, created all
Such to perfection, one first matter all,
Indu'd with various forms, various f.egrees
3f substance, an in '-hIngs that live, of lifF;
3at :.ore reflh'd, moee spirltous, and pure,
Az neerer to nim plac't or neerer teneing
'eech in Li:1r several active spheres asslpeld,
111 body up to spirit work, in teunds
Froportiond to each kind. So from the root
Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence the leaves
:.lere aerie, last the bright ccnsummate floure
Spirits oeoro-s beeathes: flours and thir fruit
1,:ans nourishment, by gradual scale sutlim'd
:o vital Spirits asii.ire, to animal,
:0 intellectual, give both life and sense,
Fansie and understanding, whence the Scuie
Reason receives, and reason is her being,
Discursive, or Intuitive; discourse
Is ofteet 373...ere, the latter most Is
LIfferine but in degree, of kind the sare.
Thus :eee Is 7eesented in his prc,e- place In the
.::.!.r :ne. )
-:
,,-,7ts, he ir lower than the ani;.elr,. 771-

1A0Pr

:n w i::-, 1-1-1e,.
tLe froulty of rc,.

t1106cil
2.]an

reared as the superior sex are"! woman wf.1

quite

naturally his nierarchical inferior; although she shared his
e:alities, these are all weakened In woman.

AS Edward S.

LeComte i.:,ointed out, in Faradise Lest, Elltor,
leferior status to the "principle of order an

cosmos. . . .'66

decree In the

In this way, Kilton used both the Biblical

,:!octrthe and the doctrine of the chain of being to explain Eve's
1!- fertority.
Cleeelj related to the concept of the Great Chain of
Is th

icc of the h4 ch place ercerded the faculty of

F1'.7. the te 3f the early Greek and Rcan
rease

cr the Intellect was praised es t.ne
.S. T r

"
a a

"I'llton's Attitude Toward Women,
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%

evgalipilrrNYVILMIrre,rrtrIrilt,
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which dietinq:uishcd msn from beasts. -

In terms of thc Chain

of Eeing doctrine preenninast in Milton's age, reason was still
emphasized for the same reason.

According to the tenets of thie,

belief, man was the microcosm because he contained within himself all the facaltics of the world, the reason of the anFels
as well as the

aasions cf the beasts.

ecause he did have all

the faculties, man wa- drawn in all ,-.17'ef.7tions, both dcun to
fO

the anim-ls ant
the angeli::
or

to Heaven. --

Ihis conflict in man between

cf reason and the bestial faculty of psEion,

appetite, becomes a central issue in ::.11ton's treatment of

te fall cf man; Adam eventually becomes representative of
tyre of her lower hierarchical statas,

S

bortrayal cf

ve as Fen - e or 7- Lsior

ua:7 a long tradition.

about the first

century A.D., stted in Questions prd Answers on Genis that
Eve 1-epresnted the "soul's sense" as opposed to man as rea69
reoverc, Mar.:orie :;Icolsor has :.:ointed out the way
in
ti€

rAlton utilized the cabalistic Idea of the two
of Lan.

According to this theory,

1C ;:,,ssive,

an is composed of

or masculine and feminine qualitier_..

:v.cColley,

Lcst:

,

•f

In

An Account nr Tts

At.."

r.

t.slI-

s-17V

1ns
Iorlc: Russell
p. 1. ‘nere_:.ra.:.,er referred to r..s
sr
;

Evan,
rc1e Lf)st and thP 1Pnr,c. s
irtIon (xford: alarerdon-7
-7777-i777), n. 72. -77771n%fter
rPfc-rrcrl t
77eret' 2, 7il!on.)

°••••••w.
"•
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this sense, Adam and Eve become symbolic of the oppos
ing sides
cf human nature, Adam as reason and Eve as passi
on.7°

Con-

sistent with the hierarchy of nature, reason is designed
to
govern the instinct, as man is to govern woman.
In this way, Milton in portraying Eve as inferior to
Adam utilizes Biblical tradition and the prevalent belie
f of
the seventeentL century in regard to the Chain of BeinF and
the dignity of reason.
most men of the age,

Since these theories were shared by
was neither a misogynist nor a

feminist; he simply conveyed the typical attitude cf a
Puritan
and a Renaissance man, an attitude which was common
to 1:oth.

7C1-

h. i;icolson, "Mlton and the 'Conjectura
CabbalistAca," Fhliolcical :1.2arterl-, VI
(1927), 9.

iart 1
Against the 17:ackground of

preconceived idea

cf the moral inferiority of woman, the poet consistently surronds Eve

thimag-es which reflet and reinforce her sub-

ortlinate role.

Howeer, he still accepted the convention of
71
Eve's surpassino beauty;
consequently, the same images
which emphasize her lower status also stress her loveliness.
As ':.111.1am Hp7litt stated, Milton surrounds Eve "with every
7csSlbleasscclion of teauty
. .9 snd "refines on his
e,
ttor
tfauty.
:hroughout Paradise Lrt, Fve's
inferirity

beaut

i7aFfs of ha

vine, and flowers.

are illustrated by the use of the

Milton does not introduce Adam and Eve until Book IV
then .describes the pair when Satan first sees them in the
Earden.

DsuLlas 6ust has pointed out that In keeping with

their positione as ideal man and wcn, Adam and Eve are at
first kept at an "aesthetic distance.1,71

The description does

from general to partic.ular as Milton tried to suFgest
physical beauty as well as their moral perfection
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and close relationship to God.74

AccordinEly, Milton charac-

terizes the two as:
of far nobler shape erect and tall
Godlike erect, with native Honour clad
In naked 1.1ajestie seead Lords of all,
And worttie seea,l, for in thir looks Divine
ihe ima;-.e of thir glorious Maker Eton,
Truth, .disdome, Sanctitude sever and pure,
Severe but In true filial freedom plac't;
Whence true autoritie in man.
(IV, 238-2S-7)
Even Satan can recognize the loveliness of the conrle:
Not Spirits, yet to heav'nly Spirits bright
Little inferior, whom my thoughts pursue
With wonder, and could love, so lively shines
In them Divine resemblance, and such grace
The hand that formd them on thir shape hath pourd.
(IV, '1.-365)
Yet ITmediately niter this flntterinr introduction,
:Alton begins to particularize thc
their relative stations in life.

-rtions to reflect
To reinforce the fact of

Eve's inferiority, Zliton carefully selected terms which are
strikingly opposed and which aid in characterizing both Adam
and Eve.

The pair are:

Not equal, as thir sex not equal seemd;
For contemplation hee and valour formd;
For softness she and sweet attractive Grace.
(IV, 296-298)
In both Siblical belief and in the doctrine of t're
Chain of Being, man stood very close to God and was governed
by the hign faculty of reason; moreover, the male sex was su7erior.

Milton ,nderscoree Adam's ,
:osition as man by his use

of "contemplation" and "val.cur' in relation to Adam.
74

For the

Davir P. Hardin, :he Glut of Hercules: Stun.'.!c-n in
the Classical EacFround of Paradise Lan7-TUrbana,
er:ity of I171nois rress7-77777 7
-7,3. (Hereinafter referred to as Club of Herculea.)

33
seventeenth century, "contemplation" was a very common term
for "religious musing and devout meditation."75

Adam, as

man, was expected to use his reason in worshipping his Maker;
the employment of this word would have immediately illustrated
ildam's proper role for Milton's audience.

In addition, Adam's

superior masculine qualities are emphasized by the use of
"valour," which for Milton's age meant "worth or worthiness
in respect of manly . . attributes."76
Eve, in contrast, has been created "for softness • • •
and sweet attractive Grace."

According to A. H. Gilbert, soft-

4

ness as used here carries connotations of "gentleness, tenderness, mildness, refinement, and delicacy.fi77

In the same way,

the 'race" sirnified "an attractive or pleasing quality or
feature.fi72
These very feminine attributes of softness and
tenderness, while they are certainly admirable qualities,
simply do not equal the nobility conferred by "contemplation"
and "valour."

Through his choice of descriptive words, Milton

Is emphasizing Eve's inferiority; her attributes are attractive
and proper to a woman, but she can in no way equal man and his
lofty reason.
The inferiority suggested by Eve's qualities is explicitly stated in the next line (IV, 299):
shee for God in hir-o."

"Hee for God only,

Eve is lower than man in the hierarchy

75,
.he rhilological Society, The Oxford Enicrlish Dictionary,
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245.

780xford Enalish Dictionary, IV, 325.
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7L
of nature 'Ind as such is expected to fire God through Adam,
her lAerarchical superior,

l'his same Idea is found 7.ater, In

Book IV as Eve answers Adam ir a speech .,:hich becomes a hymn
to

4
t

4

:_ounty:
Author and Disposer,
t thu bidst
,..sartu d I obey; so God ordains,
God is
Law; thou rine: to know r;o more
Is wolans
knowledEe and her pralE,e.
With thee conversin.- I forget all time,
L11 seasons anfJ ttir chanixe, all plese alike.
Sweet is the breat .r. of morn, her risinE sweet,
With charm of ealliest Birds; pleasant the Sun
When first on this (:caiEhtful Land lie spreads
His orient Evams, on herb, tree, fruit, and flour,
GlistrinE with dew; fraErant the fertil earth
After soft showers; and sweet the corrinE on
Cf Erateful
mile, then silent :;17ht
thi,7 hcr i- olemn Bird and th:s.- fair
And t
3ms of Feav e n, he i,tarrie train:
Eut
sreoth of _:-rn when she ascends
sfer ie
rds, nor rIsi ..-,c7
On LH: .7ellful
f-ult, rlcure,
3i
i't.:.ew, 1:or
.;ftef
Nor graE--',;1 EevninE rill, nor silent :I.Eht
With this her solemn 5Ird, nor
Y:007,
Cr Elitte2ing 3tarr-light without thee Is sheet.
(Iv, - 635-656)

Eve, in thus admiring Adam,i is led to recoEnize the beauties
of nature; she realizes, however, tht't without Ae:;.m, all the
.10rier of God's wo-ld would be lost t -.) her.
Interlude, Eilton is givir

In this lyrical

expression to his earlier sta!,ement

that -,:cman, as subordinate, can only discover God, or In this
cre, 2od',7

throuEh man.

As D. C. Allen phrased it,

as befitt1nc7 her state, is Adam, ):,ut it is
£h.£h.praise

rq
God in the r:er:on of her h-stnd." •

7q
- Don Cameron Allen, The Harmonious Vision: Etuelee
;.o,:7t.rv (3altimore: The ‘:c:-,;--s 1:cT;:ins Prezs,

-. 5 1ed cfiescpt:

n depicts

to the slender waste
.wore
7:tnn riniets wav'd
whIch 17T:1 I I ri
with Eentle sway
by him Lest recelvd,
'ride,
z....Lorous
7C4-311)

a:bjec..tioh,
;Ind by ner
And s'wet,t

Central to this pass!:Ee are

two laEt,s of hair and vine

which Zilton eloys throughout Paradise if7tt to convey subtle
changes in the character Of Eve and in her relationship to

one: conzecuently to God.
the

7:ne.; ars uz:e:1

Both of these
t only to det,c1-ibe i7e
1-1cr

is c'- vic

r

t tht,sc imageG L=y o.
,-e:.tones of se7ua1 s.,:.1-

bolls7,, a co7,nlete study 7f

!7y be found in Purvis E,

Boyette's ":.:ilton and the Sacred Fire:
disc

also

7c.cy,j31

the subject

Sex Symbol' m in Para-

not be treated here.

:he 7'.o7._iant imr:ge in the r.a.-_.sage Is that of Eve's
hair.

For a :an of the seventeenth century, the length of the

hair was very significant; the Puritans wore their hair cropped
:n the "Houn,::-Head" style while their opponents in the Civil
t'ne
In

h1z

or Royalists, affected long flowinE locks.
:,E:

length of a mnn's nir "r.ecamo I.:71critive of
hver,

pnird

. 211.
91
Furvis E. Boyette, "Yllton !rt-.1 the 3acre('
7,eX
Zyml:olis::: in Yaradise Lcst" (unnu"n1isted Fa i l% elsrtzition,
:underr:ilt .:niversity,
.
1966).

an apparent cL::ntradiction to
this general rule and wore hit
hair long.
failure to conform to the Puritan
steneare
short hir aids in refuting the
view of Milton as a wc7anhoting Puritan; the poet accepted
only those tenets of Puricni:m hIc;_leased him TJ2rFonally
ane rejected the other

r•

While the lengti, of a man's hair was,
in general. the
distinguishinF

of his political leanings, the length of

woman's hair .as the symbol of her
inferiority to ..a male
rex.
of the age's belief in this theory was
taken from
,
C

writings In the 1;ew Testar:ert.
Is

Fat T
man I s
man,

an

find

I1

oint

out, like

•—•••—• •

you kno. that the •ncad
the head of ti.c wcmat Is the
sf Chris',_ is
(I Ccr. 11:7

Having esterished thr:t

is

than man, Paul proces71 -.

to state that aan, by virtue of his
close relation to God,
need not cover his head with lone hair.
Woman, on the other
hand, is sub:ect to 4,, )
- e 77rand her hair is a syTbol of
her
.sition:
For a an ihfeed ought not to
Lsil'..L.ch as he is the image end
woman 1:-. the glory of the man
lc.,n6 hair, it Is a shame utto
heve long hair, it Is a glory
civen her for a covrine.

cover his head, forglory of God: but the
. . . if a ::an have
him. 2ut if a woman
to her: for her hair
(I 3cr. 11:7, 123-15)

a ,_.c.e,te this the:ry ancl so,
•

. . . no

e ilfar.;t z hair "7.arAy

h!s shou1 1, €1.F bl.cr.,1" (T7, 702-3rnt),
FtC."

i.efloct the Riblical pass&F,e quite well;

riCUM

E

"iese
hir,

he rElatively long, was not u shame to
tin: but was "Irtnly"

.:-Jvered her lie a ".'ail."

:n this way, Eve'

sizifles her subordinnt:_ ILositloh.
In a,Idition, :411Lon uses tile hair 1:::aet

1

we7resses

vIll eventually lead to the falI.

n" in e...,r:.c:.ton v!t:
aabiFuc,usly.
luyuriant

1
.C,(7

Ihe word

hr E.-eels to be L:sed

In one sense, the tern

"profuse in growth,

and sir:pl:). describes

In7,ther level,

gEest the

a.
..
- undant hnslr.

Cn

r, thc wcrd ha r: connotations of an 1:e-

strained, passion,2tc nature.

Significantly. Milton describes

'.itan as the serient, curling "many a wanton wreat. _" (IX, 517)
,

atte:ation.
a$

Th'.:s, it is possible tc,

a d•scriptive tern

defer:

s m.ture, a

as E: .,nrn!ng of a
nF,

tive

destr.Jr...
repeated

7arir.tions t111-•.:

the

Io rt-inforce the idea of the submissiveness symLolized
by Eve's hair, !.:11ton identifies Eve with thc vine imspe vhich
and which furthermore !,7 symbolic
the marital relaticn!thlp.

6
4

ha!r is ccr7.;,ared to

in wanton rin.71etz w3v i d
the Vine curies ,.
- er tendrils, which impli'd
S..:b,;ecttion. (IV, 3,27;-307)
7.!.
- other inaFe laeflEct4 n:r... F:ve's
of

woman's
1- t

Club o••f :-r•.:1€,les.

••••••••••••=mm•

•

• •••

•
VIC,411
,

ji• .
4 •••

•S.

wife shall be as a fruitful vine by the stees of thine house."
In addition, the vine has "tendrils" which are "slenc:er threadlike organ[s] or arpendaEeLs] of a rlant . . . which stretches
cut and attaches itself to or twines around so7e other body so
,84

as to support tie pl.t, . .

Eve IP so Identified with the

weak vine which must reach out and find support from a stronger
plant, or Adam.
Her

subjection" to Adam is repeated in z
- ook V

as Zilton de.7cribes the pair's gardening activities In Eden:
they led the Vine
:o wed her Elm; she spous'd about hI twines
Her marlageable arms, and lith her trin..Ts
He da,r th' ar7.opted 07:sterE., t adorn
His 1,
:
.
. rren lf:es.
21-219)
7.1-11s

:.1:es once 7:re

vine i-hich r1.1

voe

.",

identific74t1

,

with

It -e77.frcc-r.

Prl,lmist', simile cf the maritr., relationship.

;,s J.

T.van,F,

:
t oints out, this vine simile had lonE been eF.7.:oolated with marrieee and still hae the same connotations of the dependence of
the wIfe ul.,,y1-4 the h.Jsband for the seventeenth century. --

• r,

the vine in tLe2e two passages becomes symbolic of Eve's rellsrce
on Adam snd of their relative positions in marriage.
441

4
V

In addition to subtle imagery, 1!.11ton

explicit

c:77 the fa zt of' Eve's inferiority through the speecLes
lia.p_ac: and of Eve 1:..e:sself.
•^S

ce:,;cs the

4

af the rspl t

fly recr the f71'

r7:C *„:;k.

01.
-x.ord Eng71'2h Dictionary, 7:I, 17,2.

8

5Evans, Lenesis Tradition, rp. 2'7,0-251.

r

.• r

..,,nile the fact t:.c.`
..1thou;7:-. early In the poc.- he .5ce:: rec,
.0%...er than he le in tlx
•11

in the prime en.'t
e,611 I ...;:erctand
.
inferiur, In tl,e mind
;:ature ner
i7:_qt excel:,
Far.,LAt .
4 (s,
rei.emt11.-,.7 less
In cutl.ad
an less expreselnq
His
The character of tnat Dominion cdv'n
Oreature. (VIII, 54C-54)
C're ot
messenger, is well alAare of her sub.-

Raphael, as

' is constant7:. ,iarnin.F. Adam to reMe:7.ber Eve l
staLus, as in:
Of i:11:Th

Less

be not diffident
'he deserts thee not, if thu
vhen 7ost tic.i
t her
c7
cverr..
- uch to
). self prct. 'st.
aF thou th:
:7111, n62-E1-:5)

.:nd for ItTLS reason clIc.oses

e
Lye:
1.%e

behold alone
='e:11an, opportune to al1 attempts,
i-iusband, fol I %,!ew far round, not
e higher intellectual more I sl-lun.
••

f
-4
.

"

Furthermore, Eve herself in the state of innocen.ze re4

alizes .a:1 4. revel r: in hcr dependence upon Adam.

As A. .. Gilbert

out, Adam's "al:so3ute rule" pnrtrayed in his "fair large
-2,

Eve'srree
E70 It!

Frr to
her

plezely
A-nd

Pr

In

wl-,om I ;z,:e 2c1.:,...1 flesh ol* thy .72esn

cc
P.
X%
Ciert,ol

4

•

4.11.•

0. PLIT.

LO
whom as to no end, my Guide
(IV 41,0-111.i)

.
:iead.

Eve thus summarizes her status in language which echoes both
Genesis 2:23 and I Ccr, 11:3.

She very contentedly refers to

their relation to God:
God is thy Law, thou mine; to know no more
Is womans happiest knowledge and her praise.
(IV, 637-639)
ft.

Finally, she commiserates with Adam because she is so much
more fortunate than he:
I chiefly who enjoy
So farr the happier Lot, enjoying thee
Fraeemlnent by so much odds, while thou
Like conort to thy pelf canst no where find.
/445-L4
:hu7, in additto the images and al
•-.1.1ton asserts Eve's infericty,

ions ty mean,-

whl

„

char&cter

at-

test to her :•:le as subordinte to
Fart 2
In t:ddition to characterizing EVE throuoh

e use of

hair and vint

1:411i,on also emloys mythological allusions

and flower iLagery.

ilton, when attempti

to decide on the

proper subject for his great epic, first thought of treating the
4t.rthurian legend; later, however, he decided that he could only
work with an historically valid subject such as the fall of
7:an.

This !nulled recticn of all untrue s .:tject,
,
such
-

extension, Greek and F,r1 myte, does rot
usJr5- the resou!-(7Es of

oleo

he ancient nythc,lo-

He ws.F- v,rStino h!,7 ,
1 ork

the

"fit audlence . . . though few” (VTI, 71) vbc,, like 1..liton
him.se:f, were .iniversity-trained men with a f!r7, background

in classical learning.
:7,111ar

For

readers, the use of a fa-

allusion woul6 enhance ane .:n1nrge

n:
- ce of
.

lton's poem by reae.ily calli,;F: to mir,
' the

emotions an'f o- ertones connected with the original toille.
c7er, :-:17to:- was, writinp- in a FPnre

ith rtFidly

:ore-

e.fined con-

ventions; - c l
- aesical wor'-: such as the epic traditionally rei€ e heavily

allusions.

The inclusion cf such pagan references has scretimes
been regarde

ac totally inconEruous; Addison, in Snectator

No. 297, condemns i.:11ton for the inclusion of "heathen fables"
,hic:1 are " -

ertainly o, a piece with the

'^

T

actInson, -hil

%.:luslons

subject
th“

censure0" finally

!iey

to 1:11ton's 57ory.
The

C.

of such myths into the er.ic doer 1ne7vel

variety to I.-Le poem.

Moreover, besides c.d.:int- depth to

the description of Eve, these allusions provide 7:.i1ton vith
,n 4 %1-,trument I

which he can reinforce his thc

E.tate of

fthe

and by whic'!.! Ke can dramaticrIlly

1-,

fate of Eve.
These mytholoFical allusions are inextricably 1-.ound
to thcrecurrel.lt flower imagery with. which :.:11ton surrounds

.07,ectr, II,

• • &ad.
4 et ,t•

t

El
•

,rt ar

••

1- v Jarr,es Thorpe 777-w York:
P. ,:...

own.•

,

7•J

!r.c:=1:nt
,
of her creation

iI the moment

he 1 -

of t.c-

frcm Eden when her first thouEilt is for nEr flowers.
Eve is el.eccally described E..s a flower 11:Letely
the fall:

"her self, LOU

432).

fairest unsupportee

is constantly surrounJ.ed with

flowers; the first

61 116

she awoke, zne round ':-Ierself "under

a shade of fire" (11, 451), while In the prelapsarIn Fte
she adorned tLe "nuptial bed" (IV, 71) with rlo - cr.
first spies ner alone In a "Flourie Flat, the sweet recess
of Eve" (IX, .4'36), while Adam fittinFly prepares "of choicest
Flours a klland to aeorne/ Ecr Tresses
flocrp in

by her

grew" (VIII, L:).
rost hc

ft
•

•

•

tence E7a:.1.11er

as she 7Learns that t:-c; must le.sJt*
rst

,

.zhe 71.Ft lt,tsvc
1:4-1-ecver, :.:11ton expl!,--itly Elves Eve :orziCi)r.

ver

the flowers of Eden althouEh there is no 3ib1ical authori.ty
r this act; jut as Afar9 is in ciiarEe of naming the beasts

747-7,5), Eve it respol:sible fsr nam:::E. the flowers
(XI, 277).

In

tion to strenEtteninE the identification

of Eve witn flowers,.Y.ilton makes this division of authority
between 4:ida:;, and Eve symbolic of their relative rositions in
nature.

Tho f2nima: 'r.11%Fom waa hi

t,he 7nan of 3ein.7;-: rc,nsecL2ert1y,

as

of s,hcri

naturally has
1:•-24;

'e,3r1(5 Picture, pp. 50-81.

f,,41,WPWRMINWATOM,,,q4MPPI,
a,

r than

^I.

c ,n1ficanti;;
51 7
, eneuEh,

iltor

lfom employs the wor7'c,

"ower," ";:low.ers," or "floy" unless it Is In connection
with Eve alone, with both Adam and Eve, or with the flower'p
of

cc:

.-1"P

s
e• eclf,.callv

.,laced in

^
Eve's

ore-

en Eve fetires freL7, the conversation
in n
- ooks VI an,: VII,

Aapheel

uses the 1;,
r(7 "flower" nnly once,

In contrast to tne many times it is used in t,1- e
in.- Eve.

Fol' a line

iLagery, see

corcern-

line 1ist1n:7 of t'ne uses of thio flopier

eráix B.

As ;31,:l

Y. HardinE T:,,'Lnts out, as Kilton bocame
mz.ture, nIs m,:olcElcal allusions exhitit
7
L'n
comn,resslon.'.-

more

C,:ftsr Yflton
a

rear7er
tiers are
to fcwt

worde.
•

short

cr ale, in descl'Ibin

F.ve.

TLe fiz.Et of these references is an oblique Iclentifir,Ltl.on of Ere with June or Hera:
, Jury

ii'
th su7rrior Love, as Jupiter
-,11€2,, when
ImpreFns the 71- ,
's
Flowers. (IV,

7-,oints out. that Y.Ilton wisiles to invoke only the
:Jleasan, ar4ects of J,4::o and Jupiter
he oT7Itzz th

h
- n or .-7-. 1&7r

—

the

C)u
"o -

:••

the ialEhezt rulers of

Erosser elements four f in OvIe's MetanE

7

as

'• Tr-%

Sul: ecl
ve
l•

jeJ,..loup

with thrptr
4

v!70

or ,dam ane L_*;f7 a47 the firLt parents of this world.

As

the llnec aid in keerinE E?e's role clearly in view and

r.In-

FurinE that the reader, with C. 3. Lewis, will continue to re„c.,2
c.arf Eve as the "univers%1 r4:me.
:.L1.thermore, Ole reference
to I...ay flowers,

le.entifyinE '.Eve wit%

flo wers, does convey Le
a "luxurianc
44 •

later be attruted

cf sprinE."93

Eve will

the sprinE-like cL:alits of fresh-

:Jets end innocence.
Another clancing reference is the identification of
Eve with Flora:
=is

Zephyrus on Florp. LI,esthes,
-m

?c,rt

(7, 14-17)
den Lk

prEv!:

j

_

”- -711tt.on

flowers by co7,6ring her
rurvi

•••••

5oyette 1,c;tes tc

ffess
in wLich t.e

?..:17

f flowers.

ere rention of the

name Flora is sufficient to invest Ei4e with the characteristics
cat
of thIsor.:)C6esp. art.in :Takes this connection ts he
of
); "Pomona"

Eve tc

::rbour" ;7.V,

simply another name for the Ro:7an ac0(7ess

ard Eal-denr.

In this

y, 11.1 ton c,ontinually asso-

-iPtP2 E•Je vith plsnts by his short allusl.ons to the Ro7;.nn

:2.

p.

-ic
•
• v.. • 4

720.

CsE7_.c,f,

.n€

,

,
7

e,
-terl

iton's Eve and thP
(77),

3

:-Lowers-

further '.:.ef1oion of 7":fFzct

7:tholcFy a7Tears in 7.301i 17.

f17.ars
-t_. the enf.

ccinloc.uing of te f1owcr2

a

.iLf

is pictured

:Jed" (17

-1=t

_
in s:.,f
._ • 0_.

—

.

r•

EirtE,
unwiFcl-

-_

faire looks, to be ave7-zsd
f stole ..Tves authentic fire.
714-719)

C'n

Acoorfiri7 tc :reek m:,- tholoE,', ?andora

- y Zeus to
c-res:tef '7„
"rFrsel'

_

ve7-w
.

i„„

s

F
.1—t-

all r_anner of

it -^

.1-.7

Lye ,;11-,11 Fane•fc sc:-:es to illuFtrnte the

forer'c -city; Eve, created by the Christian God, Is far
n.c.re

ttrt.;'

tr. Fenora, Cr. who7n all tl_e paEan
le.entlfyir;7 Eve

toi. also :'cresnacs t.1„E. ":Eat5 event" of Eve'

teI:tal.lor, and

i-anczra's openinE7 of the box, trinzs .feith
sln
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Part 1
liaving characterized Eve as inferior to Adam ty the
employment of the images of hair, vine, and flowers, Milton
turns to the Renaissance and Platonic belief in the dominance
of reason over passion to explain the most important question
concerning the fall.

Adam, as the superior sex, becomes sym-

bolic of reason while Eve, as v:oman, naturally has weaker reason and is more representative of racsion or the appetite.
1ton

es Eve'r-inferior reasoning powers to clarify the rel.-

cons for the fan: her reason was naturally weak and w
ther impaire-:
.
1 b: Satan.

fur-

PrefiFuree by Eve's dream, the ulti-

mate fall results from her sin of pride.

Throughout this

portion of Paradise Lost, Milton employs the themes of hierarchy and of Eve's inferiority in addition to the recurrent
images of hair, vine, and flowers to portray Eve's progression
from innocence to sin.
Throughout the epic, Eilton stresses the high place
accorded the faculty of reason and its dominance over passion.
The conflict between these two faculties becomes vital in
Ynreolre Lr•pt

r1P

Mitcn mdlfies the TJiblical tale.

Because,

1!111!.cen ,
- -t-•17
reasons, Aeam and Eve had to be innerfect
to fall, it became necessary for Milton to "infect prelapsarian

51

.g

7.1..cr', •
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Eve with the symptoms of fallen nature."
1°5

To accomplish

this aim, Milton does not simply cause Adam
and Eve to "disobey an arbitrary decree"; instead, he places
the conflict
on the difference between reason and passion.

Adam and Eve

both sin when their passions overcome their
ressen.1C6
For Maud Bodkin, "Milton's total representati
on of
woman in Paradise Lost is that she Is to be thou
ght of as . . .
representing desire and passion.,1107 One of
the most striking
Instances of this idea, however, concerns Eve'
s first reactions
upon awaking as contrasted to Adam's init
ial actions.

Eve,

upon awaking, had wondered briefly about her
origin but was
distracted by the sound of running water.

E.:!::e went in search

of it and, fining it, lay down to aTIre the
lake which appered
to her "unexperlec.c't thought" (IV, -7) to
be a second ski.
Seeing her reflection, she promptly fell
in love with it and
would have remained admiring it if the
voice of God had not
corrected her.
Adam, in contrast, awoke and immediately
looked up to
Heaven.

Wondering about his origin, he examined his body
and

concluded that since he was alive, there must
be a creator.
He was instantly curious and asked nature to
reveal the characteristics cf this "great Maker" (VIII, 278)
.
10Fr_illice
nt Bell, "The Fallacy of the Fall in Per
ae
Lo,
.,"
Lost
," 11.11,A, LXVIIT (1953), 864. (Hereinafter refe
rred toss
of Fall.").
(Toronto:

Lourias Bush, lhe Renalse.r:nce rne Er-lsh
The University of loronto Press, 1-67
- t)9-7•
107
Bodkin, Archet7ral Patterns, p. 14.
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Thus, the actions of the pair illustrate
their respective roles.

J.

Eve is capable of reseon, as her firs
t ques-

tioning of her creation reveals, but she
tends to subordinate
her reason to her appetite and instinct
; consequently, she
abandoned wondering to go find the strearn.
Furthermore, her
reasoning powers are weak, as revealed
in her inability to
dietinguish between reality and mere appe
arance cf reality.103
Adam, on the other hand, begins to exer
cise his reasoning
powers almost immediately and persists
In the effort. This
contrast illustrates once more that Adam
sees God directly,
while Eve Test see God through Adam
.
This essential difference between Adam
and Eve continues
throughout ?aradeee Lost.

According to Ssurat, Eve's role at!

peesion Is the factor which weakens
her reason or intellieerce."9
Eve, however, is not totally deficien
t in reason; she is able to
join Adam, "apparently with equality in
their morning hymns of
e11-0
praise.
Furthermore, when Raphael begins to erpl
ain astroncmy and creation, Eve withdraws, yet:
went she not, as not with such discours
e
Delighted, or not capable her care
Of what was high. (VIII, 45-50)
Eve, es a woman, simply preferred
to hear the story from Adam
ratter than from Rapnael. Thus, whil
e not devoid of rearon,
1C8

Douglas Day, "Adam and Eve In Feredfre Lost
, IV,"
:exes Studies in Lane/ell:Lee and Literatere.
-7777,6777-7)70.
‘Hereinefter referred to a77"Adam ane
=7,
:e.")
1C?
Dents Seurat, Milton, Yen and Thinter
(New York:
:ne Dial Prers, 1925), p. 160. (Her
einafter referred to as
Man and Thinker.)
11°Giltert, "Position of Weeen," p.
250.

"""*". ^r°110120-1•4•V,.

Eve is more representative of the lower element of paesion
and as such was subordinate to Adam.
Milton places great emphasis on the rational nature
of human love.

In the poem to wedded love, Milton states

that true love, in opposition to "adulterous lust" (IV, 753),
is "Founded In Reason, Loyal, Just and Pure" (1.7:, 7-3).

!r,:
,-

over, this love whIch "hath hie segt in Reascn" (VIII,
590) becomes "the scale/ gy which to heav'nly Love thou maist
ascend (IV, 591-592).
Milton's view of the place of reason In love ond of
woman as passice does much to clarify his stand that an is
111
Since marriage is based on rese:n
the superior in marriage.
and man is rulc
perior.

by reoeon, Adam should naturally

Adam, however, is in danger of lettin

overcome his reson.112

the su-

Eve or passion

He tells Raphael that, althcugh he

realizes Eve is his inferior, she seems so complete in her
beauty that she appears seperior in "Authority and Reason"

'41

(VIII, 554). Raphael warns Adam to love only the ratioral in
-113
for "In loving thou fost well, In passion
Eve's nature
not" (VIII, 588).
Although niton consistently upheld the superior posit:on of the husbnnd In this marriage based on reason, 11€ does
111

Pourlas gush, "Characters and Drama," in Mil- on:
A Collection ef Critical Essays, ed. by Louis L. Mart:Tllep, 116.
Frent17,e-ha1l, Inc.,
ood Cliffs,
11?

113john

4
"Adam and Eve," p. 7_if •

7th Harrison, Platenism in Enalish ,i-oetry of
and
! Seventeenth Centuries (New l'crk: Rus:;e11
the Sixteenth ar,Russell, Inc., 1965), p. 83.
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not nlace the wife in the role of a vassal.

On the contrary,

Milton stresses the fact of Eve's creation from Adam's side;
the fact that she was taken from his side rather than from
his nead Cr feet justified, for Milton, her pcsition as "help,114
However, Milton continues to insist that Eve is the
meet.
inferior of the two by virtue of being a woman and by having
weak reason.

The mental companionship to be found in marriage

was net founded on a totally equal basis; while marriage depended on "mutual esteem," both partners were expected to acknowledge the superior authority of
persistence on the issue

Pk 4.
sd 1

an.115

This relentless

man's authority should not, says

J. H. Summers, "blind us to the fact that Eve Is as necery
to Ar,m's fulfillmen: as Adc7 is to Eve':;, that 7-.-e's
and

must be united 41th Adam's 'contemplation' an?

'valor,' 11116
Milton followed the Platonic doctrine that

an had been

created es a "perfect globe' which was split to form woman;
consequently, the original "circle of perfection" could only
117
exist again if man and woman were united.
To support t!:is
Platonic view, Adam fittingly calls Eve "Best Image of my self
114

Celeste T. Wright, "Something More About Eve,"
StudfLe7, in Fhilcloprv, XLI (1944), 160.
James Holly Hanford, A Milton Handbook (3rd ed.;
New York: F. S. Crofts and Co., 1777)77.% 203. (Hereinafter
referred to as Hardoolr.)
Lost,

116
Josel- i H. Summers, "The Iwo Great Sexes in Fartdise
Studies
EnFlish Literature, II (1962), 10.

117
Fredson Br)wers, "Adam, Eve, and the Fall in Faradise
Lost," PMLA, LXXXIV (1969), 265. (Hereinafter referred to us
"Adam, Eve, and the Fall.")
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and dearer half" (V, 95).

Woman becomes the "mirror-imsEe

of man, without whom he cannot contemplate hie own being.,f11P
Before Eve was created, Adam had felt incomplete; Burroundel by animals, he still missed an integral part of himself:
but in these
I found not what me thought I wanted still.
(VIII, 3921-5)
Therefore, he appealed to God for one who could "help/ or
solace his defects" (VIII, 1J1S-419), because he felt his "single
imperfection" (VIII, L23) or incompleteness in being alone.
-4 I

Cf course, Adam wanted one with who7 he could "beEet/ Like of
his like" (Viii, 423-2i24), but he desired more than a purely
1:hys1ca1 relationship.

As Adam points cut:

Amom unequals what eocietie
Can sort, whE
harmonie or tr :e
.
Which rr.ust be mutual, in prcportion due
Giv i n and receiv'd • • • (VIII, 3F7-3e6)
other \,ores, Adam wants intellectual companIonsh1p.

As

Surat notes, woman plays a different role Intellectually, a
role which Is inferior but'neceseary to man.

Furthermore, man

and woman only attain their perfection as humans throuch woman's
contribution to both the physical an(', the intellectual life of
man.119
In addition to the mental and physical harmony, Milton
!nsiats on the spiritual companionship- of man aril woman.

Ac-

cordingly, Adam praises Eve hir-hly because her actions:
11S1,rvis E. i.c,yette.
"Somethinz More ;.but the Erotic
:-:otive In Paradise
C.S: in En 1:!:.h, XV
'1967), 29.
110
Saurat,

and

p. 168.

OV_Vitt

to,

:="7

declare unfeign'd
Union or Mir., and in us both one Soule;
Harmonie to behold in wedded pair.
(VIII, 603-6CE'
Thus, woman occupies a complementary role and "fills an otherse irremediable gap in his [nan'el! be1ng. a2n
Milton's doctrine that the sexes are unequal yet comnlementary is seen in the references to moon and hand in Prradisc Lost.

Milton rakes two references to the sun and moon

vhich pertain to the different roles of Adam and Eve.

In

Book VIII, he says:
other Suns perhaps
With thir attendant Ycons thou wilt descrie
Communicating Male and Femal Light,
Which to grecA Sexes animate the W:rld.
(pp. 7L-8-15I)
As Free.tor
their "concic

;::In-,ed out, the "tv.o great
„121

ary being in Adam and

exes" find
To further

illustrate ;hip aspect of Adam and Eve's relationship, Vilton
Includes the passage:
less bright the Moen,
But opposite in leveld West was set
His mirror, with full face borrowing her Light
From him, for other light she needed none.
(VII, 375-378)
These images reinforce the concepts that man is superior and
that lecnan is to look up to him, but et the same time, Yith
the e77,hasis on the "two great sexes,” these images illustrate
fact that both are necessnry for life.

As the sun and

not nuta1ly exclusiN.e, neither are Aden and Eve.
.

Gil-rent

'ether Ada= nor Five

1E

a ccmriete bc°InF

120
ibie., p. 12.
121ilowerc, "Adam, z.ve, and the P%ll." p. 265.
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. 422
but each needs what the other can supply.
Furthermore, this doctrine of the sexes being complementary may be seen in the constant references to the hands
of Adam and i:ve.

Dr. Johnson's accusatior that Milton had a

"Turkish contempt" for women certainly does rot apply to the
way in which Adam treats Eve.

Far from the despotic sway that

ancient Oriental men exercised over their women, Adam Is unfailingly respectful to Eve.

The harmony inherent in the pre-

lapsarian state of innocence is reflected in the hand imagery
used immediately after the first description of the pair:
So hand in hand they par!sd, the lcvliest pair
That ever since in loves e7braces met.
(Iv, 321-322)
Again, the pair are coupled as:
talking hand in hand alone trey pa:7,-;g1
On to thir blissful Bower .. . (IV, 689-6,.;)
Finally, there is another reference to their being joined by
their hands in IV, 78-739.

Bush has noted the symbolism of

this act and that the imaEe is varied to illustrate the effects
of the Fall.

Th, this seeminEly minor image becomes rep-

resentative of the unequal yet complementary roles of Adam and
Eve.
Part 2
;1.

As rated earlier, Milton the port as opposed to Milton
th= theolcgian, felt tl,e.t the fall c
it occurrc

men must pee

logical when

rather than appearing as a sudden umcccuntntIle

122Gilbert, "iosf.tion of Women," p. 251.
123,

Poetical Works, ed. by Bush, p.

2e2.
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change from a perfect state to one of sin.

In this way, the

poet felt the necessity of demonstrating not only a predilection
for sin in Eve but also the specific weakness from which the sin
124
could evolve.
Eve's weakneEs lies in the inferiority of her
reason and in her pride; these both are made the causes of her
eventual fall.

The dream episode in Books IV and V, while not

found in the Bible, illustrates Eve's weaknesses of reason
and of pride and foreshadow the fall.
AlthouEh Milton had asserted in Book IX that his Christian
epic was "Not less but more Heroic" (IX, 14) than the pagan works
of Homer and Virgil, he does not hesitate to include a prophetic
dream much like the ores found in the earlier epics, and also
In the works of TE:sso and Spenser)25

Moreover, he follows

St. Augustine in tne latter's belief that "evil will precedPd
the evil act . . ." and employs the dream sequence to illustrate
Eve's flaw.126
The dream aids in clerifyinE the reason Satan chose
Eve rather than Adam for the temptation.

Behind this choice

in Faradise Lost, as E. C. Baldwin demonstrates, was rabbinical
authority.

Although no mention is made of Eve's weaker reason

.and Ereater susceptibility in the Biblical account, emphasis
is giver to the fact in the Kidrash Tehillim, the Babylonian
lcsh,
'Harding, Club of Hercules, p. 68.
-14anfred Weidhorn, "Eve's Dream and the Literary
TraditAPn," TennesF.er. Sturies in Literature, XII (1967),
42-43.
126 Manfred

Weidhorn, "The Anxiety Dream from Homer to
Milton," StudiEs in PLi:c2c7v, LXIV (1967), 66. ,Hereinafter
referred 1777-71Arxiety Dream.")
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:almud, the Rabbi Eliezer, ante in Philo's CZuestIonn are, Answers
on Genesis, ell of which Milton knew.

All cf tLe!.,• rat-11/11mi

works stress woman's predisposition to be "ensnarwi by one
using false persuasion and lo.itating the likenes!! of truth."127
Moreover, St. Thomas Aquinas had noted in Summa
"An angel cannot chance the will of man from within; he can
change it by rousinc the passions, or by assailinv the iraFr1nation."12'3

In this way, Milton employs both tradition and his

earlier emphasis on Eve's defective reason and ow.rdeveloped
passion as the basis for her temptation by Satan.
In the account cf the dream, Milton uses tr.e seventeenth
century view of the psychology of dreams to exp17,1n Cntan's success.

The Flatcrc tripartite division of the sc.
. 12o
will, and
was aenerelly accepteG. wLs Eoverned

Irto reason.

The reason was contr:lled by the

"animal spirits" (from "anima," the soul), while tne "vital
spirits" rulPd the 0:111 or passions, and the "nat.:ral spirits"
dominated the lowest or vegetative part of man.17r,
The common
belief was that the stomach distilled the "natum:" spirits
from food; carried along the veins to the heart, %nr- natural

•

127
E. C. Baldwin, "Some Extra-Biblical Se7itic Influences
upon Milton's Story of the Fall of Man," Journal
Er:17118h
German4 c Philolcg.v, XXVIII (1029), 7.9-370.
12-2F, L. Carver, "The Angels In Paradise : -.st." Review
of Erel&h Studies, XVI (1940), 425.
129
'Irene Samuel, Plate pnf
Correll University Press, 19=-7% p.
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130
Kerritt Y. Hughes, Ten Perspectives
'.11ton (New
haven: Yale University Press, 1965), p. 51. (E,
:inafter
:- ,
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Fcrs“.ctc.)
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spirits are transformed into vital spirits.

In turn, the vital

spirits are carried to the brain and transmuted into the animal
spirits which serve to carry out the commands of the reason or
131
the train.

Furthermore, the brain was also divided into

132
the three parts of the common sense, the fancy, and the memory.
In sleep, however, this normal order was disrupted; the reason
retired and was non-operative in sleep.

The fancy, in the ab-

sence of reason, took charge and sometimes gave rise to wild
dreams.

As Archbishop Bramhall explained it in 1658:

In the time of sleep or some raEing fit of sickness,
when the Imagination is not governed by reason, we
see what absurd and monstrous and inconsistent shapes
and phaneies it doth collect, remote enough from true
deliberation.133
Similar to th:L e.:72an7,tion, Adam's rneect to Eve reflects this theory:
know that in the Soule
Are many lesser Faculties that serve
Reason as chief; among these Fansie next
Her office holds; of all external things,
Which the five watchful Senses represent,
She forms Imaginations, Aerie shapes,
Which Reason joynircr, or disjoyning, frames
All what we affirm or what deny, and call
Cur knowledge or opinion; then retires
Into her private Cell when Nature rests.
Oft in her absence mimic Fansie wakes
To imitate her; but misjoyning shapes,
Wilde work produces oft, and most in dreams,
Ill matching words and deeds long past or late.
(V, 10-113)

131 William E. Hunter, Jr., "Eve's Demonic DreaT,"
of En:714 P11 L!terarv Histor-:. XIII (1946),
----77-132Tillyard,
W7.rld Picture, p. 71.
133
Donald F. End, "Milton's Paradise
'-- III (May, 1945), No. 54.
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With this background, Milton's Satan, realizing
Eve's weakness, appeals to her "Irrotional faculties. u134
Therefore, the tire while Eve is asleep becomes the ideal
portunity for Satan to mount his attack on her senses.135
Accordingly, Stan is discovered:
Squat like a Toad, close at the eare of Eve;
Assaying by his Devilish art to reach
The Organs of her Fancie, and with them forge
Illusions as he list, Phantasms and Dreams,
Or if, inspiring venom, he might taint
Th' animal Spirits that from pure blood arise
Like gentle breaths from Rivers pure, thence raise
At least distemperd, discontented thoughts,
Vaine hopes, vaine aimes, inordinate desires
Blown up with high conceits ingendrina pride.
(IV, e00-809)

•_8
40%

In this passaEe, Satan reveals his two methods cf tempting
Eve.

Since, es Aquinas noted, the will could be altered by
the passions," Satan attemrAs to raise "Phantasms p.r.

Dreams."

Failing this, he attempts to poison her "animal

Spirits" which control her reason.

In either case, Satan's

primary purpose is to introduce pride, the deadliest of the
sIns.

To accomplish this aim, Satan hns to turn Eve's thoughts

fom Adam to herself; significantly,
In the dream.136

he could not find Adam

Satan skillfully plays on Eve's vanity, as

revealed earlier by her Narcistic affection for herself, and
137
structures his temptation to flatter her.
In consideration
,
oonn
Steadman, "Eve's Lream and the Corventione
of Witchcraft," Journal of the histor - cf Ideas, XXVI (1965),
5674
r.unter., "Eve's

i
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135iinrding, Club of Hercules, p. 81.
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THcwarc: Schultz, "Satan's Serenade," FhiloloFiella
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of this fact, Satan tells her:
Heav'n wakes with all his eyes,
Whom to behold but thee, Natures desire,
In whose sight all things joy, with ravishment
Attracted by thy beauty still to gaze.
(V, 44-47)
Secondly, Satan attempts to make Eve dissatisfied with
her hierarchical status as Adam's inferior.

So he underscores

the divine properties of the fruit and its ability to make
"Gods of Men" (V, 70).

Through flattering her vanity, he at-

tempts to make her aspire to a higher station:
4

fair Angelic Eve,
Partake thou also; happie though thou art,
Happier thou mayst be, worthier canst not be:
Taste this, and be henceforth among the Gcds
Thy self a Goddess, not to Ez,rth confind,
But somtimes in the Air, as wee, somtimes
Ascend to Heav'n, by merit thine, and see
What life the 1,
_:ds live there, ard such lie
(V, 74-81)
:n this way, Milton uses the dream episode to prefigure the
fall and Satan's temptation of Eve.
As Adam turns to awaken Eve the morning after the dream,
finds her with "tresses discompos I d" (V, 10).

Her hair,

as pointed out earlier, is a symbol of her subjection to Adam;
its disordered state following the dream is Milton's subtle
fi01,

reminder that Satan has been endeavoring to discontent her with
this station in life.
Although effectively foreshadowing the eventual fall,
this dream did not, for- Milton, interfere with the ''!t..1cal
arscount of thc s'nlessnesr cf Adam and Eve.

Durirrr. the

seventeenth century, dreams were supposed to be caused by
.1
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external forces such as God, the devils and/or the ange1s.13
Moreover, Ive was created pure and had no evil within her
which could have caused such a dream; therefore, the experience
must have been instigated by an evil force.139

Even though

clic has had such an experience, she is not tainted by it, as
Adam points out:
:1

Evil into the mind of God or Man
May come and go, so unapprov'd, and leave
No spot or blame behind. (V, 117-119)
:Ince the evil occurred only at the level of fancy and did not
affect her "conscious will," Eve Is still s1nless.140
Eve is still innocent because she rejected the dream on
the conscious level, "0 how ;::ad I wak'd/ To find this but a
drea7.:' (71 P2-93).
still lurks

Subconsciously, however, Satan's ver.om

icr an17.1 spirits ar5 preparer the v7.y for her

easy capitulation to the Serrent.

In fact, Howard Schultz

regards Raphael's visit and discourse during 2ooks V through
VIII as a poetic device allowinq time for the poison to affect
141
Eve's hitherto sinless nature.This view der not appear
to be valid; however, Eve plays a very small r;)le in these
intermediate books as Raphael and Adam converse, and only becomes a central character again at the beginning of Book IX.
13%
eldhorn, "Anxiety Dream," p.

139_

1:ewers, "Ada-J, Eve, an

66.

tiA: Fall," p. 268.

lbr,
—4-i. , Chamter,, "Three votes on Eve's Dream in
tara;Ase Lost,'
XLVI (1967), 792.
141
Schultz,

nerenft,4e,"
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Fart!
In his treatnent of the temptation and fall, Milton
does ebellisL. the spare account found in Genesis and in so
doing portrayed Eve not as a curious shrew who deliberately
led mankind to sin, but as "our credulous Mother" (IX, 644)
who sinned because her reason, already naturally weak, had
been deluded by Satan.

In this depiction, Milton employs

many of the same images with which he had characterized prelapearian Eve; these imaEes are varied to illustrate the temptation and fall.

Moreover, Milton also utilizes his theories

that women are inferior to men, that women are representative
of passio

snf

Eve has been misled

Satan.

The crucial Book IX open: with Milton speaking in his
own volce and warninE the reader that now ne rr.t "change these
notes to Tragic" (IX, 5-(,).

As Hughes has pointed out, although

tte temptation will take place at noon, the entire book is
keyed for the "act of darkness" by the openinE episode in which
Satan slipped into Eden at midnight and "wrapt in mist/ Of midnight vapor" (IX, l5 -i59) searched for the serpent.142
;

The next day in the garden, Eve, in almost her first
speech since the dream, proposes that they work apart.

This
141
speech clearly reveals her crossinE from innocence to sin. -jnavare that Satan has tainted her re:::, Eve does not realize
arc' ex:lairs her plan tc .r.ork Fiore by say-

Fert,T;ectiveE, p.
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For while so near each other thus all day
Our taske we choose, what wonder if so near
Looks intervene and smiles, or cl7ject new
Casual discourse draw on, which intermits
Our dayes work brought to little. .
(IX, 220-224)

•

Eehin

thic request is another motive.

Satan has succeeder”! In

arousinE pride in Eve ard it is this pride which leads to her
discontentment as Adam's infericr.

As Bowers points out, it

was the "poisoned workinEs cf her pride" which Induced her to
demonstrate to Adam that she, who really deserved to be a Eod1/44
dess, was above beinc* his subject.
When Adam, a littic_ piqued 17ecause Eve wants to leave
reminds her of the "malicious Foe" (ix, 257), he also
recalls her inferior status and states that she will be esfer
stayirj with him.

AEalr L-:e's poisoned reason takes offense

zlt this reminder of her lower status, and she reonstrates with
him for not having more faith in her:
His fraud is then thy fear, which plain inferrs
Thy equal fear that my firm Faith and Love
Can by his fraud be shak'n or eeduc't.
(IX, 2-29.7)
Adam hastens to assure her that that was not whet he meant; he
simply means that they will be safer if they avoid the temptation or meet it together.

Eve immediately begins to critieze

the lea that temptation alone can stain the soul and ostensibly
145
employs the lancruaEe of The Aeroze-itira
as slie says:
wst is Faith, Love, Vert ,
Llone, vithout exter.ior help sustqlned.
2r_ 'Z\

„..

142/ owers, "Adam, Eve, an

the Fall," p.
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5nenford,i, n. 211.
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Millicent Fell argues that what Eve is actually saying is
thnt experience of evil is necessary fr,r virtue and disguises
her meaning in seemingly logical language.1/16

Adam Is not

deluded by her speech, but again illustrates his weakness of
reason when matters concern Eve, and finally consents to her
departure; "Go; for thy stay, not free, absents thee more"
(IX, 372).
E. E. Stoll demonstrates that this is the first time
tnat Eve Is self-confident and willful; always before she had
been content to follow Adam's lead.147

Even her speech patterns

reflect the change in Eve's nature; earlier her speech had been
C_evated but natural, but in this arguTent it becomes deceitful
148
an assertive.
Once again, Vilton employs the vine ir.E..ze

haci

earlier characterized both Eve's inferiority to Adam and
their relationship in marriage.

Used in this situation, the

vine image ironically underscores Eve's attempt to rise above
?sr station.

Even though she herself is the princiol "vine"

placed in Adam's care, she presumptuously tries to remove herse7 f from his protection and at the same time attempts to tell
him how to train the woodbine and the ivy.1
" For the Milton
who so closely adhered to the Pauline dcctrine of woman's subher sugEestion demonstrates outright defiance of her
:dell, "Fallacy of Ftol," p. C.
Ftets ar

Ilavwriehts, p. 27.

,o hn M. Ealor‘ "Milton's View of Rhetoric," Etudies
LXIV (1967), 599-700.
140-,

BiblE In

ocs,

p. 212.
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husband's rule and consequently causes a break in the Great
Chain of Being.

Her first attempt at telling Adam what to do

ends in tragedy for them both and recalls Paul's warning, "But
I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the
man, but to be in silence" (I Tim. 2:12).
After Ada m finally acquiesces, Eve makes a slow, reluctant
departure.

Milton cnce fnore draws on all his classical resources

to find suitable imagt.s to describe Eve's beauty.

So she is de-

;Icted as:
like a Wood-Nymph light
Oread or Dryad, or of Delia's Traine,
Betook her to the Groves, but Delia's self
In gate surpass'd and Goddess-like deport,
Though not as shee with Bow and Q,uiver ar771.,
Eut with such Gardning Tocls as Art yet
Guiltless of fire had ford, or Angels brour:st.
To Pals, or Pomona thus adornd,
Likelst she seed, Pomona whE'n Ehe fled
Vertumm.,-, or to Ceres in her Prime,
Yet Virgin of Proserpina from Jove.
(IX, 386-396)

.4
3

1/Alton's use of Pomona, Ceres and Proserpina reinforce their
previous employment in describinE Eve in her
state.

otally innocent

Bush, however, marks a subtle difference in this identi-

fication of Eve with the pagan goddesses.

He points out that

the word "light" is used ambiguously and serves to remind one
of Eve's beauty and of her pride which Satan is shortly to play
150
,11.%on„
In a:';dition, the poet returns to the hand ir:Jagery.
-Lakes a final, :Iting retort and:
Inus
Coft

^r:-

.-.and her
. . . (IX, 3c1t-3S6)
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Bush, Vvtho2o4-.-, p. 293.
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Here Milton SECTS to be accenting Eve's willful rejection of
ildam's protection and of her proper role in life.
niton lingers over Eve's departure, drawing: out the
reluctant leave-takinL and inserting a wistful speech
of his own:
Her long with ardent look his Eye pursu'd
Delighted, but desiring more her stay.
Oft he to her his charge of quick returne
Repeated, shee to him as oft engag'd
To be returnd by Noon amid the Bowre,
And all things in best order to invite
Noontide repast, of Afternoons repose.
C much deceav'd, much falling, hapless Eve,
Of thy presum'd return
event perverse:
Thou never from that houre in Paradise
Mundst either sweet repast, or sound repose;
Such amtusn hid among sweet Flours and Shades
Waite:1. with hel2ish rancour imminent
To intercept thy way, or send thee tack
Dcspoild cf 7nnocence, of Faith, of Eli.
)11

Daiches ccmmented on this scene and noted tnat Mlton's
dwelling on this final portrait of prelapsarian

an and woman

produces its own plangent emotion.' Satan meanwhile has been searching through Eden, hoping
tc find Eve, the "weaker vessel," alone.

Immediately after she

leaves Adam, Satan sees her:
Vend in a Cloud of Fragrance, where she stood
Half sni'd, so thick the Roses bushing round
About her ,:7101,e, oft stooping to support
Each Flour of sienler stalk, whose head thcugh gay
Carnation, Purple, Azure, or erect with Gold,
ffrcoT„inE unsustaird, them she vpstaes
Ge!1;:iy with 1.:ift.ae band, mindless the
self, though falrest unsunr=ted
:..Er 1.7,ct rrc7.1 so farr. an storm so nigh.

15?
1..aiches, illn, p. 204.

The phrase "fairest unsupported flower" instantly recalls
Milton's use of the Proserpin simile In Book IV.

Just as

earlier he deliberately linked Proserpin with Eve to enhance
the latter's beauty, so in this passage he connects the two
to intensify the sense of imminent doom.

As Proserpin had

17.er, gathering flowers when abducted by gloomy Lis, so Eve
is surrounded by blossoms just before Satan begins hts temptation.

For Kaud Bodkin, this identification of Eve and Proserpin

heightens the former's role as "a symbol of the frailty of
earthly joy ancl loveliness before the powers of Evil.4152
Moreover, the droong flowers which Eve is tendinE
become a metaphor for Eve's moral position.

She herself, the

vine which must clinE to its elm, is ung,:7;orted and far
her "best prop."

As J. M. Evans phrases it, "Without its ell),

the vine is going tc wanton."153
Eve's loveliness in this setting is enough to make even
Satan "stupidly good" for d minute, --,, "the hot Hell that
alwyer in him burner,/ Though in mid Heav'n, scon ended his
dellEht" (IX, 467-468).

Before him is the weaker of the pair,

Eve, "opportune to all attempts" (IX, 431), and Satan delays
his revenge on God no longer.
Fart 4
1 ad alo.;ays
revealed by her ff_rst eerlences, ,
"or her cwt. 1.c:,LIty.
Induced dream, however,

he hci be

:fx-fr-,re the Er.itr:F-..1:7c.ontent with hr

srchet-ral Patternn, p. 94.
153Evans, Genesis Tradition, p. 25?.
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subordinate pcsition tc Adam.

Satan, during the dream, had

infected her animal spirits which thus poisoned gave rise to:
discontented thoughts,
Vaine hopes, vsine aimes, inordinate desires,
Blown up with high conceits ingendrinE pride.
(IV, 807-809)
With her reason so affected by pride, Eve was extremely susceptible to arguments which flattered her beauty and her position
in life.

Satan, realizing this flaw in Eve, - ery cleverly

structures his temptation to work upon Eve's dissatisfaction
with her status in the universal hierarchy.
In Satan's first speech, he flatters Eve's personal
vanity by pointing cut that one so lovely should be admired
by more than

animals asd one n-n:

but hc:c
In this E....closure wild, these Beasts among,
Beholdsrs rude, and shallow to discerne
iifit in thee is fair, one man except,
Who sees thee? (and what is one?)
(IX, 542-546)
Indeed, her beauty was what had attracted him to her, once his
eyes sere opened by the fruit:
thy Beauties heav'nly Ray
United I beheld; no Fair to thine
Equivalent or second, which compel'd
Me thus. (IX, 607-610)
Closely related to Eve's personal vanity was her belief
that she deserved a higher station.

AEain, Satan had engendered

this f:enire in her and, as St. Augustine stated, had weakened
hs1' reascn to ara ,se "a certain love of tes own nowsr r, ; (_
certsis rrcut self-sresuss.tion.s1=4 hdam had j.;..ct l'en-infed
er of her infericrity and ccnsequently she was particularly
154,
s.vans, Genesis Tradition, p. 2'74.
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vulnerable to the adulation inherent in Satan's epithets for
her.155 The tempter skillfully employs such titles as
"sovran
Mistress" (IX, 523), "Empress of this fair World" (IX,

..8),

and "Goddess humane" (IX, 732), all of which elevate
Eve to
a much higher level.
Along with the fawning epithets, Satan employs a successive temptation which works upon Eve's pride and which
gradually "blots out any sense of inferiority to God.0.56
He appeals first to her vanity, and then lies about the
magical
effect of the fruit on him.

Next, he leads Eve to the very

foot of the forbidden tree where he makes his most impassioned
plea.

In this last speech, he emphasizes that by eating the

fruit "Ye shall be as Gods" (IX, 7C8).

In this connection,

Ants: Ores disagrees with the standard interpretation of the
word "humane" in the epithet "Goddess humane."

The traditional

method was to read the word in the sense of being kind; Ores,
however, believes that the word should be "Human."

This read-

ins of the epithet becomes a splendid oxymoron pointing up
Satan's "God = man" theme.157

Finally, Satan impugns the good-

ness of God and attributes the decree against eating of thiS
tree to God's desire to retain Adam and Eve in their
1.=;q
--:03srr7 EdwE.rd Gross, "Free Love and Free Will ln
Paradis= Lost,"- Studies in Enalish Literature, VII (1967),
20.1.
rreinafter referred to as "Free Love.")
156Cleanth Brocil-s, "Eve's Awakening," in Ess:ns In
Walter CI -do Cerv (Nashville: Vanderbilt unIvorsity
1-ress, 29±,4), p. 293.
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157
'Ants Ores, "'Goddess Humane' (Paradise Lost, IX,
ernLanruEze Review, XLIX (19547737—
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subordinate positions:
then was this forbid? Why but to ewe,
Why but to keep ye low and ignorant,
His worshippers. (IX, 703-7O5)
In this way,

atar. tempts Eve "to direct revolt against the

fact of being subject to God at all. u158
Her weakened reason had led her into regarding herself
a

goddess, but Satan must take her a step further and, like
"make the worse appear/ The better reason" (II, 113-

114).

To accemTlish this, Satan makes the desire to attain

knowledge of Ecod and evil seem like a virtue.

He asks Eve

why if he, a teat, could eat of the fruit, man should be
de- tf this 7r1,Ji1eL:
will God Incense Lis ire
For such a petty Trespass, and net praie
Rather your dauntless vertue, whom the pain
Of Death dencunc't, whatever thing Death be
Deterrd not from achieving what might leade
To happier life, knowledge of Good and Evil.
(IX, 692-597)
Furthermore, he attempts to prove that this knowledge will
lead tc a more perfer:t life since knowledge of evil will make
It "easier shulind" (IX, 639).

By this argument Inciting Eve

to attain such knowledge as the angels have, Satan continues
his attempt to persuade Eve to disobey God.159
Finally, Milton portrays Eve as tempted by all five
senses to ignere her reason in the passage:
Flxt en the :-ruit she gaz'd, which to behold
Might tempt alone, and in her earc the .s.:rd
Yet rung of his perswasive vc.rs, impren'd

Pre:ace, p. 69.
A

1r,P
- George Wesley Whiting, Yiltnn's Litercr”
-(New York: Russell and Russell, Inc., 1964/7-1772.
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With Reason, to her seeming, and with Truth;
Mean while the hour of Noon erew on, and wak'd
An eager appetite, rals'd by the smell
So savorie of that Fruit, which with desire
Inclinable now grown to touch or taste,
Sollicited her longing eye . . . (IX, 7-7242)
Milton had been preparing the reader for Eve's c:_17,1 tulation through his continued insistence on her reason, wIllch
was from the beginning weaker than that of
further impaired by Satan's activities.

an and which was

Therefore, she was

quite easily misled by the enemy of man, who had chosen her
for his attack because eLE war. "less Intelligent and more
lEC
credulous."
"Our credulous Mother" (IX,
sejuced :minly because,

as so effortlessly

her orran of fancy ;"ected by

poisoned spirits, her understanding

16l
as iTpairee.

lulled

by Satan's flattery and lies ard largely unaware of the real
issues involved, Eve concludes that he would not mislead her:
"Author unsuspect,/ Friendly to man, farr from deceit or guile"
(IX, 771-772).

On this trust, she bases the belief that she

i;az been led to "the Cure of all, this Fruit LIvine" (IX,
reaches out arl eats.
As Clarence Green points cut, Eve's fall Is Ircnle in

4

that she has followed Adam's injunction to allow reascn to
,
r,71e tver will. :=,he tas obeyed her reason; unfortunately,
thIE reeon was deceive,-1 Into ehoesIn, an -,7:;- rc-nt
7 4n

— Lewis, Fref-Lce, •
151

vMeh

gct

-nter, "Eve's Demonic Dream,"

p.

?ro.

162
01arence L. :;reen, "The Parad,)
- x of the Fall in
Ise Lcrt,"
LE,rrunae NC'tr,F, LIII
7158.
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was actually an evil.

Although Yllton tries to excuse Eve

on the basis of ner defective reason, he still makes her
conscious of her disobedience to God.

That she sins con-

sciously at noon serves to contrast the actual act with the
dream which prefigures
Fart 5
Immediately after Eve ate of the fruit, :11ton radically
a:tered her character In order to portray the effects of her
sin.

Eve is no longer treated sympathetically as she suffers

from the Greek flaw of "hubris," art it is nerhap., on this portion of the epic that IICEt of the argume:Jts in favor of Milton's
misogyny ar

based.

The .1rful Eve Is idertified with the per-

7onificaticn zf 51u in bock

and Y.Ilton str.1;;An71:,. varies

the flower and hard iragery to illustrate Eve's changed nature.
After the sin, Eve is not 7n abstract personification :f the
first perfect woman but rather becomes a mortal woman, subject
to human faults.
As soon as Eve tasted the forbidder fruit,Nature Itself groaned:
Forth reaching to the Fruit, she pluck'd, she eat:
Earth felt the wound, and Nature from her seat
Sighing t:-..rcugn all her Works gave signc of %De
all was lost. (IX. 7P1-74)
patLetIc fa:lacy as 1:een regarded as c,
. ne of
In
---;

all

16/,
postry.

Furtnermore, it contrasts
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.._ .., ....,
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,... .,-...:r
1 ,ia, I n -Zarad:se
L.,--.:- ,.r--- Z-_::-.—',cr7.-.-, XXIX (-...-.3), :75.
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Futier, "'The Pathetic Fall%cy n Par2e1Pe
In hf777,- cf ,alter
Curr- (..:a7.777fTZ:
'CnIvcrcity
Y24.
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1.02t,"

unfavorably with the earlier relationship of Eve
and nature
when her f"lc.wers were glad to have her care for
them.
Moreover, this dramatic effect on nature recalls the
effect of the birth of Death upon
parallel between Sin and Eve.

ell and reinforces the

The first woman hal been created

fro= Adam's see, much as Sin had been born from the
side of
Satan's head.

Ir addition, the allegory of Sin had served to

provide a dramatic foreview cf Sat's seduction of Eve.

God

had commanded Sin to keep the gates of Eell closed, altho
ugh
she had a key to open them; similarly, Eve had been order
ed not
to eat of th!s one tree even thuvh she had free
will to obey
or disobey.

Sin and Eve were beg...I l- ee; by Satan's flattery

and deceitfulness-intc: disobeyinEr God's word.
Equal l

17rortart to the juxtsition of th,
, two Is

Mlton's theme of the rower of reason over passion.
earlier, reason is the faculty which lifts

As noted

an above the beasts,

which possess only passion; when 17%-e allows her weakened
reason
to give in to her senses, she is in effect surrendering
to
the bestial element In her nature.

Thus, when Adam calls 3ve

"thou Serpent" (X, 867), he is referring to the reign of
her
lower faculties; this also aids In connecting Eve with Sin,
who wac. pictured as half woman and half serpent:65

Although

:lton mitigates Eve's fall by his sympathetic portrait
of her
elsewhere ih Faradic Lost, he hsrsherE his treatront of
her
t - cleniIScr.tion with sin.
16m.,
"
ratriCz, Mlton'L 7onceptln o'
-_7(,-..7[,c(-1
l'arrlse Lost (Iccan, 'Jtah: Uth
1:-.7.71 P. 20-.
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Once Eve has tasted the fruit, she becomes a morta7
woan, and :11ton car attribute the two human weaknesses cf
-luttcny and "hubris" to her.

Attracted by the taste, odor,

and appearance of the fruit and spurred on by her sharp appetite, Lye heFInn her greedy devouring of all she can eat:
"Greedily she ingorg'd without restraint" (IX, 791).

This

greed, however, :lees not blot cut Satan's promise of the divine
properties of the tree, and as she is vvereating, the thought
cf "God-head"

790) is not far from her

ird.

Her infer-

iority to ildam still rankles, and as C. S. Lewis stated, "Hardly
has she swallowed the fruit before she wants to be 'more equal'
to Adam; ane hardly has she said the wor,1 t ez-!....ml' before she
1r6
emends It to 'superlor."-Th

g7uttony and

csire for power .
- c.ibine to *c-i.ceuce

the ef:uivalent of the :
7reek idea of "hubris" or "the intoxication of the mine which . .
the equal of the god5."167

leads the sinner to fancy himself
Consequently, Eve "satiate at

lenath/ and hight i nd as with Wine" (IX, 792-703) begins to
cc:.7rttulste nerself and to promise that the will eat until
Ebe at last equals the acds in knowledge:
Till dieted by thee I grow mature
Ir knowledge, as the Gods who all thins know.
(IX, 803-SO4)
leteseti:facticrl with herself soon gives way to the
Lf

7-3rst she r!..tic:-;L:'—tzes

7,srta7F God fic-.7 rst even see
- re2ac(,, p. 78.
i
Hanfc,re, Handbook, p. 212.
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sin,

thrr ref:rc'ts:

Eut what If 'Jed have sEen,
And Leath ensue? then I shall be no more,
And Ada....) wedded to another Eve,
Shall livr with her enjoying, I extinct.
(IX, 828-S29)
. :11ton probably took this idea of Eve's jealousy from the rabbinical tradition.161

However, his skillful use of this fail-

ing becomes one more step in the gradual humanizing of Eve
which began at the moment of her sln.
Eve, after bowing to the tree zs to the pods, prenares
to return to Adam.

He, In her absence:

hd wove
Of choicest Flours a Garland to adorne
Her Tresses and her rural labours crown.
(IX, 839-941)
It is fittingly ironic that it.am Is 71anninE to reware Eve by
crownilz
•_!:

with flowers, Ioth :f which h. bee:. designer7

symbols of her subject!on to him, an obliction she

has

lately renounced.

4

Eve hurries to greet him with a glib, rippling speech
that explains why she was late an

what she has been ecing;

the chr_nge from Ler earlier stately, yet demure, speech patterns is well illustrated.

Afif=m, realizing the enormity of her

offence, "unawares perpetuates the loveliest symbolic act of
all the poem."249

Adam, horrified:

- 7.f.: D. C. Allen, "Milton and Rabb.
LX1II (-.7,1•F), n2-257; 11. F. 7letc1-1,LI'l
rn Lar.zuar.-e
4,36—
Zcsip7on," 41,...1f1 In Fn',lcinp7, XXI 1 =7.24),
Lonls Saurat,.
inir! tne 1:c!%ar," Zi-,Les in
.1 ^,^)
n
I.
L,72Ft

!..et-.7-hr-l-ic Structure of Farr.dise
H,
:pkins Press, 197.'-)27777-177.--
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Astonied stood and Blank, while horror chill
Ran ti-wouph
veins, and all his joynts relax i d;
From his sir...C.!: hard the Garland wreath'd for Eve
Down drop'd, and all the faded Roses shed.
(IX, 8c0-893)
•

Thus the flcwer

wit. which Eve has been lentified becci,e sym-

hone of her lapse from :race.

Just as Eve has become tarnished

and lost all ter oriFinal perfection, the roses have faded and
are dropped to the ground.

Furthermore, Dalches notes that

the "linEerinr cadence" of the last liTse emphasizes the shift
Uetween Eve's quick words and Adam's niEttmariehly slow reaction
and horror)7C
AL Eve Lttempts to
T•

efsuade Adam to share in her sin,

5

rev€rts to the therres of hierarchy
.'er passion.
- eason o,
effects of

r7d of

In l',er first s;:.eecn, Eve stresses the

fruit on her:

• • • I
Have . . . tasted, and have also found
Th' effects tc correspond, opener mine Eyes,
Dimm erst, dilated Spirits, ampler Heart,
And growing up to Godhead. (IX, 873-877)
Then she appeals to Adam's sense of hierarchy and reminds him
if he does not eat, she will be his superior:

r

Thou therefor also taste, that equal Lot
14ay joyne us, equal Joy, as equal Love;
Least thou not tasting, different degree
Dirjoyne us, and I then too late renounce
DiPtie for Thee . . . (IX, Fc
'
,1-1i.5)
In E,
:ans' words, "there lur;:s the s..;FFection that if Ada71 , oes
her ex'- :•'e,
• he ;..11 10 -e

not her love

%cr rerrJect, b.;t nis -uth^rity river her.., J_ 7]
170
Dalches, MIlton, p. 207.
171_
rvans, Ceneris Tredition, 2. p^L.

re..
• ,r even

In addition, the conflict between reason and passion
is 7.e-emphasized.

Eefore Adam tastes, Eve is representative

of the lower faculties of man while he is still the symbol
of rational self-knowledEe.172

here Adam reveals the weakness

which has been foreshadowed earlier, his tendency to allow
his passion for Eve to overcome his reason.

Ada 77 realizes

dispassionately that if he follows Eve's lead, he will be
surrendering to his lower faculties and disobeying God's decree, but he still allowe his weakness for Eve to gain the masThus, he tested:

tery over: his reason.

Against tis better knowledge, not decenv'd,
But fc...:dly overcome with Femal charm.
(IX, 992-999)
cc.::t:.1ves to make AdEn''s sir appear rwch the

In ttis wa:,

worse of the two; Eve had been deluded and beguiled by Sata.1,
but Adam deliberately and with unimpaired reason, chose Eve
rather than God.
After Adam's sir, Jalton duplicates the effect of Eve's
sin.

Nature again is pictured as weeping for the sins of man,

and the sense of

ft,nutr4

.s

tt

appears more explicitly in both Adam

are ZIG:

As with new vine intoxicated both
They swim in mirth, and famsie that they feel
Divinitie within them treedinF wings
;:rf-v:!tn to scorre the Earth.
(IX, .7.CS-1n1)
1
;12.tcr: rel!,Fre0 the
V171

LCVt:

Pe

RElphrel

on rear.c.,

ra'..ree in Book
In lust "rez:con

172_,
.71c1e2, "Milton anf. '"elf-Knnwl(,71
(19E:5), 97.
7,1

and .111
surrender to appetite."173
I"

Consequently, the first

effect of the fall, representative of reason's capitulation
to passion iE ;:daL and Eve's surreder to "foul concupiscence"
(IX, 107a).

In this, Xilton follov.s St. AuEustine who described

the effect of the fall in this wny:

They felt a new motion

in their flesh, which had becoT7e rebellious as a consequence
of their own rebellion. . . . The motion of concupiscence is
the consequence of sin."174
Hand imaEery is employed to underscore the effects of
lust.

In the state of innocence, Adam and Eve had tenderly

Joined hands in a symbolic show of their innocence and of
their mutual respect and dependerce.
rc.u,zhly grabs Ev,:.'s hand and

contrast, Adam now

1-7r cff to en:oy the "solace

thir sin" (II.,
It is siEnificcnt that for Yilton the effects of the
disobedience appear only after reason has capitulated to p%ssion
and love has surrendered to lust.

After Adam and Eve rise fron:

thelr bestial enjoyment of each other, their eyes are orened
only to reali7e the enorrity of their ?In.

The sense of "hubrIsu

Is cor.71etely dissipated and:
4

They sate them down to weep, n:ft onely Teares
Raind Lt thir Fyes, but hich :!_nds worse within
,ecran to rise, niEh Passions, ArEer, Hate,
Istrust, Suspicion, Discord, and shook sore
Ihir irvard State of Mnd, calm Recien once
r:nd full of peace, new tost and turbulent.
(IX, 1121-1126)
:n H21!. passe, p.ilt!:n presents z7:-.e effects of passion over.
2.€.11Lcr: - 1-11cL cses,

ccrrectly noted, atll roral,

1:5t_ii1on, p.
1-/4-

rat, jja rl iher, p. 152.

p.nysical, and political evil.17,3

Furthermore, Milton here

illustrates the Renaissance belief of the relation of the
macrocosm of nature and the microcosm of man; tne earlier
adverse effects of the sin on nature are now repeated within
man as his mind becomes "tost and turbulent."

Also connected

to 11:ilton's Renaissance belief is the idea that a17 man's faculties must remain in the normal order; when this order is
violated, chaos results.

Miss Nicolson has observed that

the fall is finally, succinctly presented as a reversal of the
natural order.176 Therefore, the disobedience has ta!:en place
because:
Understanding rul'd not, and the Will
Heard not her lore, both in pubjection tow
To sensua7f Appetite, who from beneathe
Usurpirc r:ver sovran Reaser claird
Superior sy • • • (IX, 1127-1131)
Although :A.I.tcn attempts to miticT:te Eve'9 respornibill
t -ough his emphasis on her defective reasoning power, he preEents an adverse portrait, of her after the sin.

wever, this

section of Iaradise Lost must not be inte]-;7:reted as Milton's
expression of misogyny, for in the final three books,

Eve

is

credited with pointing the way to man's redemption.

p. 1;0.
,yhjaciorzy-,

Nico"..son. "Milton and Hobbes," Ztudies in
III (1926), 422.

4.;

•

Iv
Tr art 1
During the fall and immediately following her sucou- ing to lust, Eve remains as the "type-figure of
the temptShe and Adam indulge in mutual recrimination
during
Eve attempts to place the blame for the fall upon
Adam's
a':_dication of his role as her superior.

However, Milton's

final pontl.ait of her evolvel. In the last three toos of
Paradise
ar-7 !,
:m7)Pthetically depicts her as the filet trt

e:Dent atd

cneho leac's Adam tc thei_r final reconciliation *oith
In ec

7

Lye, Milton draws upon the imagee ard

with which he .r.d surrounded prelapearian }Eve.

In addi-

tior, he utilizes the parallel between Eve and Mary to
sl'renEthen
his conception of woman as an essential element in
man's redempt:Ic,n.
Immediately after he r7)se frnm their lustful perversion
of the former:

innocent marriage bed, Adam begins to reprcach

E
7,
:e for her role In their lapse from grace.

His words irritate

t'ne soft sot of her guilt, Lilo Eve, as Milton's
oonoeption of
ter:lfe .inne" in natLre,
-eIort 178

nrames a

cr:ntrives to bIsTe I;i

or not

p.

:_dward

.1.111Pr.••10 '..
.

Cs7-4. P +
and ..-7tudfLe9 ".'";r•3 ed..;
_(
Zrubner arji 7o.• 111
•-•• ,-- • n• ±56.

fulfilling his proper role as her hierarchical superior,
the very position against which she had so recently rebelled:
Was I to have never parted from thy side?
As good have grown there still a liveless Rib.
Being as I am, why dist rot thou the Head
Command me absolutely not to go?
(IX, 1153-1156)
This, of course, is quite unfRir of 17ve, and Adam bitterly uptraic7s himself for listening to her in the first place:
and perhaps
I also err'd in overmuch admiring
What seemd in thee e,o perfet, that I thought
No evil durst attempt thee, but I rue
That errour now, which is become my crime,
And thou th' accuser. (IX, 1177-11E2)
f' liy comes to the colusion, which hEs ':een interpreted
o,n view, that

w

it shi-All befall
Him who to worth In Women overtrusting
Lets her will rule; restraint she will not brook,
And left to her self, if evil thence ensue,
nee first hls weak infulgence will accuse.
(IX, 112-1186)
:his speech seems to reflect simply the natural conclusion of
any male faced with a guilty wife and as such does not appear
to support the interpretation of :
,111tch, the violent misogynist.
In any case, Milton soon alters this portrayal of Eve
the shrew and begins to characterize hr in a mcre compassionate
manner.

As the

c:mEs to sentenc, the pair for their die-

Adam's petulancy is shamef by Eve's simz:le dignity
;.fter the. Zon kEkP ;-.,:v7n if he hd eaten
7rCLE
-f

:e.
to thift the 1;1r7- tc, E.

FtC7,e7i:t

or

the

in 1,:nich he atte7.t.s

He trincerely tries to portray

';Amself vs concerned for Evcie fate If te confesses her part
In the sin 1Jut conclutles that it

w 'ai!

hc.r fault and he doesn't

9.5
!eserve all the ;-unishment:
Heav'n: in evil strait this day I atard
Eefore my Judge. (:ither to unflergoe
self the total Crime, or to accuse
other self, the partner of my life;
.sihose failing, while her Faith to me
remares,
I should conceal, ar. not expore to blare
By my complaint: tut strict necessitie
Subdues me, and celamitous conF.traint
Least on my head both sin and :unishment,
H:wever insui:;;crtable, be all
Devolv'd; though should I hold my peace, yet thou
wouldet
Cetect
.at I conceale.
This Wc7Tan whoI thou mads't to be my help,
4;nd gav'st me LP thy perfect gift, so good,
So fit, so acceptable, so Divine,
That from her hand r could suspect no ill,
And what she di,f, whatever in it self,
Her dein,:- seem'd to justl.fy the deed;
31.e gave me of the Tree, an e T die este.
(x,
ratloni;''2'nE7 E:ne; lyfn?-7. at 46'..- e sn77,e tlme, rind the
Pre7-eLec" '7".;17.t7v rc-'tukes hr ar.7' !,1-.7`1,s

A'af7
that :-.er thou :
.71dst Dtey
Before his vo1e, or cs shee made thy guide,
Superior, or but eaal, that to her
Thou did'at resign thy !:.anhood • • •
145-l13)
In contrast to ;,c7F-1-.'s self-2uctification,
Eve simnlv reee
"The ::,crpent me begull'i7 and I did ete" (X,
162

Her humility

ME 3:n Trcet:4,L1 tc.) sentence the serpent sr.d Ada.
and
1-ve i r pLr',Ennent
st"

,•

nr7

the

1 iieen
Clarenc]cn Iress,

41,

"

hier!Irohif!Fil role
re-;.!r, ever

A ReadinF of Faradlse

1E0
Grc17!7, "Free Tove.

"TGetIcally

p.

p

(C;:fc rd:

to thy Husbands will
Thine shall submit, hee over thee shall rule.
(X, 19r5-1?.6)
Adam i e soliloquy later in Bock X marks the beginning
-4.

Yilton's change in attitude town7e Eve.

Ad:, cut off from

ccmmunication with God and with Eve, .eives way to his feelimas
of guilt and frustration and even ventures to challenge Gee's
wisdom In creating 'Eve.151 As this speech illustrates, Adam
till cannot accept his own part in the sin and consequently
cnnot he reconciled with his God.
him toward fial redemption.

:t remains to Eve to guide

Eve, realizina Adam's plight,

attemr.ts to comfort him with "con, words" (X, E65).
4 ..:oughte, however, are still concerned only
,

Adam's

himself nne

:'is miser.y, and he cruelly rejects her overture when he
"Cut of my sleet, thou Serpent" (X, E.77-%

He still attempt7 tc

credit her with all the blame for their muteel sin, ord vilifieu
her as a "fair defect of liature" (X, Sc?1-F92).

As noted earlier,

Gilbert has warned that this speech of Adam's must be Interpreted dramatically and not as autctiegrEphy
In view of Milton's thecry

or

the relative position of

=an and woman in the universal hierarchy, it is proper that Eve
is :he first to repent.
tuir

William Haller reaares the fall simply

as V-,
.e result of thP vreck of the "tarsony and order of marrlage";

Eve'
tc

CT.y

.fec7arati,
_n'er renewe0 7pyalty
similarly

...I's the beginning of

.;;;...
1E1

heeter
in :iek X of
Feredise Lost," ir
.v :n Ce't'e7sm, E. ty
,Irtn"r
eerker
165),
F. l. Chereln&fter referred to as "Scl!lorp:y.')
-; nae
182Giltert, "FesitIon of Wc.:en," ee ,

. Jef

T7
redemption.
or "Fee for

Furtherr:ore, Milton's insistence on the theor7
d only, ehee for Liod in Lim" is reinf'crce.

Zince

Adam Is Ler iw..lediate superior, Eve can ask for God's forriye-Q4
nezis Ly firt 'akin- her peace with
Eve Is the first to return to her proper role end refses to be repulsed by Adan's cruel speech.

Milton presents

a pathetic portrait of Eve askinE for Adam's forgiveness as
sue cries:
Forsake me not thus, Adam, witness Heav'n
'chat love sincere, and reverence in my heart
I beere thee, and unweeting have offended,'
Ulehappilie deeeav'd; thy cul.,plicant
tsc, and clasp thy knees; Lereave ILe not,
:Ec I .1e, thy gentle lecke, thy aid,
';Ly cz;,.:Lsel in this utternest cistress,
onel:i strength arA stay; fcrlorr cf
":.hlti_er shall I beta'r:e me, ),.7,- re
(X,
oims ha. noted 1.he

this scene is highly reminiscent of the

'AiblIcel scene in which the penitent sinner, Mary 1-:aa-dalere,
begs Christ for forgiveness (Luke 7:77-7F).

Like the sinful

.;cman in the P;ble, Eve kneelE beind Afam, weeping anl with
?Pr--

her hai

-

The parar.el certainly peints

Eve's re-. ore and h=ility.
Tn contrast to iler
ELI

Ittempt to blame ;.7m end

!7;beol7e nerself of guilt, Eve now begs that since her sin
the T..unIsnt:

t.CE

lTh - Ha17cr, "11, Wef.:7e.' Love.'" Jo-rm.
)
'1,14
.f.1 quarterly, xx-fi
• 5

21.

7777777=7::.

mee tt.ecl thy self
.17oth have 3iN 9 7, but t!-:ou
1nst Cod onely, I aEainst Goel nnd thee,
to the - 1E-Jce- of .!udi2ent will return,
:here ,ith
my ;:ries iwortt.re '.ic;.:ven, that :,.11
clenenc.- fro:. thy he
reov'd mvor liEht
Cr me, sole :n.1.1F, to thee of all thic woe,
nee mee
ot.:ect of Lc ire.
929- 75)
AEnin nilton has ctr.IAInEly illustrated loth the proper positlon
of woman and also

humility before Adam.

EVe l f•r•Iplete

1-:oreover 1

her cenarous, offer to tae a7l the punishment recalls the Son's
selfless offer to die for man's sins In Book III.

Certainly

thls portrayal of suc'-, an humble woan, surrounded as it lc
l'epentnnt slnner and

.,•It:n the refenences to
is

ork :)f a •- (.- nflr77e:2.

the

cfforts until Ae717. relentr: cn:1

Eve i.7erelct: 17.
11
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fir
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1q6
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To it oc=Ltte:i and by me exi:os'd.
(x, 956-957)
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CONCLUSION
In his total portrayal of Eve in Paradise Lost,
Yilton has succeeded in reconciling the apparent paradox inherent in his continued insistence on her inferiority to

an

and in his ecually strong desire to present an attractive portrait of the first women.

For Milton, however, these two aims

did not present a conflict at all; while woman is alwa7s subordinate to mtn, she still has admirable qualities which are
proper to her lo.;er status.
Milton's persistent view of ti:e suMservient role of
wornan cannot be interpreted as the expression cf his misogyny;
he was simply reflecting the common view of his are.
this prevalent belief, however, :11ton !nre:e
in his story of the fall of man.

Using

77:or fac7tor

He .-ee Lye's inferiority

to clarify the reasons for'
the fall; nince Fhe was s wonan, she
was naturally deficient in reason and more susce7q1ble to temptation.

Put while he employed her inferiority to explain why Eve

was the first to sin, Mlton also utilized her suordinate role

to:

to absolve her of the ruilt for the fall.

Since Eve was erpend-

ent on Adam for protection end guidance and he failed to fulfill his res7.onsibility as her hierarchical superior, Mem was,
for 1,:ilton, the one who caused the fall.
lhe izuges with which iIlt9n furrounes

Eve served a

double purpose; not only did the iTeEes of hair, vine, and
flowers reflect Eve's infericrity, but they also illustrated
Ph
•n,

-

her teauty and her charm.

hi1e Milton admittedly treated

Eve adversely immediately following her sin, his harsh portrayal
of her is only a dramatic representation of the €,:ffects of disobedience.

he poet soon returned to characterizing Eve as a

warm, gentle woman who, by her willingnees to take all the
blame for the fall, finally leads Adam to final reconciliation
with God.
Milton's final portrait of Eve Is a very sympathetic
cne.

Inferior to man, Eve Is still an admirable human being

In her own right and is t reflection of the idea of woman common
to the seventeenth century.
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